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ABSTRACT

From concrete gravels unloaded from trucks to wheat seeds discharged through
funnels, from polymeric beads filled in shoe cushions to metallic pellets packed
in robotic grippers, granular matter is becoming increasingly relevant in coping
with our evolvingly sophisticated societal needs in many respects (e.g. expanding
urbanization, growing population and advancing manufacturing). This increasing
relevance urges developing micro-structural understandings of granular matter re-
garding its two basic macro-scale behaviors: flowing heterogeneously andmorphing
adaptively. However, findings in this regard so far suffered from a disconnection in
length-scale - some adopting a top-down perspective lacking predictability due to
few insights taken from underpinningmicro-scale details (e.g. particle shape), while
others adopting a bottom-up perspective lacking practicality due to few specificities
incorporated from overlaying macro-scale conditions (e.g. heterogeneities).

In this dissertation, via Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations, we bridge
the divide between length-scales in this regard by revealing the fundamental role of
microstructures. To begin with, we evaluate and verify the robustness of DEM in
capturing granular microstructures, by systematically comparing simulation results
with experimental measurements on quasi-statically sheared granular assemblies.
Then, we first numerically study spatial phase transitions in heterogeneous granular
flows from a top-down perspective. We start by calibrating and validating a DEM
model using experiments we perform on fluidizing spherical particle pile formed in
a rotating drum. We next take the validated model to produce flows with different
microstructures by systematically varying boundary condition and loading rate, and
lastly we study their correlations with phase transitions ranging from gas-like layers
near the free surface, to underneath liquid-like layers, and to solid-like layers deep
in the bulk. We propose a micro-scale parameter quantifying the level of structural
anisotropy, that can for the first time elucidate the spatial phase transitions between
these layers independent of imposed boundary conditions and loading rates. Fur-
ther, we find that, in solid-like layers, this micro-structural quantity correlates to
bulk effective friction, an integral macro-scale quantity in constitutive modeling.
Next, we numerically study bending modulus adaptations in shape-morphing gran-
ular sheets from a bottom-up perspective. We start by calibrating and validating a
DEM model using experiments we perform on bending 3D printed granular sheets
enclosed in a flexible membrane. We next take the validated model to construct
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granular sheets with different microstructures by varying constituent particle shape,
initial configuration and confining pressure. Lastly we study the correlation be-
tween microstructure variations and modulus adaptations. We discover a universal
power-law correlation between bending modulus (a macro-scale quantity) and coor-
dination number (amicro-scale quantity) in reminiscence of the canonical power-law
scaling for packings of frictionless sphere near jamming. We also find larger coor-
dination number favors interlocked particles over non-interlocked ones, leading to
significantly better shape-morphing performance of chain-like sheets over discrete
assemblies.
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1

C h a p t e r 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective and Scope
This dissertation focuses on the type of granular matter that is composed of cohe-
sionless, rigid and weakly polydisperse particles. Within this scope, the objective
is to bridge length-scale divide by linking macro-scale behaviors of granular matter
to the underpinning micro-scale details. Specifically, employing advanced com-
putational and experimental techniques, we study the fundamental role of granular
microstructures in elucidating spatial phase transitions in heterogeneous flows from
a top-down perspective, and in elucidating bending modulus adaptations in shape-
morphing assemblies from a bottom-up perspective.

1.2 Background and motivation
Granular matter and the major challenges
Granular matter can be defined as aggregates of athermal and frictional solid parti-
cles with size greater than one micrometer. From gravels in landslides to polymer
beads filled in shoe cushions, granular matter is becoming increasingly relevant
in coping with our evolvingly sophisticated societal needs. For instance, the par-
ticipation of granular matter is required for mitigating geophysical hazards (e.g.
landslides), optimizing relevant industrial processes (hopper discharge of wheat
seeds), and rationally designing adaptive mechanical systems (e.g. soft robotics).
Major challenges thus face us in developing better understandings towards the be-
haviors of granular matter regarding their two basic macro-scale behaviors: flowing
heterogeneously and morphing adaptively.

The first aspect, flowing heterogeneously, features spatial phase transitions which
often require minimum confinement (e.g. an open-end channel), thereby allowing
the constituent particles to move freely upon shear. Spatial phase transitions show
up in virtually any granular flow encountered in both geophysical hazards (e.g.
landslides and snow avalanches) and industrial processes (e.g. hopper discharges
and tumbler mixings). Specifically, unlike in homogeneous flows, in heterogeneous
flows the strain rate gradient and stress gradient are no longer zero and multiple
phases (solid-like, liquid-like and gas-like) can coexist in space. In other words, the
phases that particles collectively exhibit can transit spatially in certain directions. A
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classical example is shown in Fig.1.1(a), where glass beads are being poured over a
pile. We can clearly observe, along the direction perpendicular to the slope, three
different layers corresponding to three different phases: first a gas-like layer near
the free surface where beads bounce around randomly in all directions creating a
dilute chaotic media; then this gas-like layer transitions into a liquid-like layer lying
underneath where beads move freely in a more coherent manner; finally this liquid-
like layer transition into a solid-like layer lying deep in the bulk where beads creep
slowly. The last solid-like layer can not be observed easily with our naked eyes, but
becomes apparent under cameras whose shutter speeds are adjusted appropriately.
As shown in Fig. 1.1(b), as the shutter speed is gradually increased, the apparent
“frozen" layer lying deep in the bulk is seen to flow with growing thickness. In
particular, the smooth transition into such solid-like layers with non-zero velocity
challenges the classical µ(I) granular rheology model [34, 60, 78] established about
20 years ago. This model would otherwise predict a sharp transition into solid-
like layers where particle velocities identically vanish. The apparent deviation of
predictions from experiments is believed to be attributed to the intrinsic locality that
this model (termed as local rheology herein) relies upon (see Fig.1.1(c)): (i) the
effective bulk friction µ = τ/P of a steadily flowing granular media at any given
location, depends monotonously in an increasing manner on the inertia number
I = γ̇d̄

√
ρ
P only at the same location, and (ii) there exists a critical yield stress

value µs that depends only on particle properties (e.g. surface friction and shape),
below which flow is not possible (i.e. particle velocities are identically zero). The
inertia number I can be viewed as a competition between two timescales I = tc/ts

with ts = 1/γ̇ and tc = d̄
√
ρ/P, where ts is the macro-scale shear time and tc is

the micro-scale particle relaxation time (see Fig.1.1(d)). Thus, in short, this model
describes granular materials as Bingham-like plastics that are shear-thinning when
they flow. Here, τ, P, γ̇, ρ and d̄ are shear stress, pressure, shear rate, material
density and mean particle size, respectively.

Holding the rheology’s local nature responsible, researchers began to assume that
granular flows are non-local in the sense that particle motions at different locations
within flowing granular media are strongly correlated. This non-locality narrative
also seems to offer reasonable explanations for other phenomena that the local
rheology also failed in capturing. For instance, a shallower granular layer deposited
over an inclined plane requires large slope angle in order to flow [92, 93]; stirring
beads only at the bottom of a box fluidizes the whole bead assembly [84, 99]. On the
other hand, observations of particle “clusters” formations [17, 79] in simple systems
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Figure 1.1: Heterogeneous flows with spatial phase transitions and the state-of-the-
art rheological law. (a) An example of heterogeneous granular flow formed as steel
beads being poured on a pile. Source: reprinted from [43]. (b) Creep motion in
solid-like layers becoming obvious as camera shutter speed is increased from 1 sec
to 1 min and to 1 hour. Source: reprinted from [66]. (c) One-to-one relationship
between bulk effective friction µ and inertia number I with a yield stress ratio
µs with parameters calibrated for glass beads. Source: reprinted from [60]. (d)
Inertia number I as a competition between micro-scale particle relaxation time tc
and macro-scale shear time ts.
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additionally hint on the relevance of non-locality. Since around ten years ago, several
non-local models based on the local rheology started to emerge. These models
appear to be different on their respective mathematical formulations, but more
fundamentally they are proposed with very different (and sometimes controversial)
theoretical interpretations regarding “non-local” effect. Accordingly, there have
been controversial opinions on the source of non-locality to consider (e.g. solely
from particle interactions [35, 94] or further including boundary perturbations [4,
79]), on the choice of propagator to represent the source of non-locality [20, 61, 121],
on the order of the chosen propagator’s gradient to spread non-locality [20, 61, 106],
and on the direction along which the non-local length-scale diverges as approaches
jamming [20, 61, 106]. As a consequence, these models provide little insight
regarding the condition underwhich non-localitymanifests, they are often geometry-
specific, and their performances depend sensitively on specific boundary conditions.
These limitations highlight the essential but missing step to begin with, a top-down
step that provides micro-structural understandings of spatial phase transitions in
heterogeneous granular flows, and a step which will be integral to establishing a
unified interpretation of “non-locality”.

Unlike the first aspect, the second aspect, morphing adaptively featuring modu-
lus adaptations often require certain level of confinement (e.g. a flexible mem-
brane), thereby preventing the constituent particles from moving freely upon load-
ing. Modulus adaptations are essential ingredients enabling the functionality of
shape-morphing granular assemblies that may find many applications in the fields
of medicine and manufacturing. In general, modulus adaptations emerge either
from solely changing the external conditions (e.g. varying confining pressure),
or further from additional variations of the internal conditions (e.g. varying con-
stituent particle properties). For instance, for simple granular matter, an adaptive
bulk modulus emerges from varying the vacuum level on flexibly confined granular
assemblies, enabling the realization of universal robotic grippers (see Fig.1.2(a)),
which excels at fast gripping of complex objects [24]. For more complex granu-
lar chains [123](see Fig.1.2(b)), an adaptive bulk modulus can also emerge from
a combination of varying externally the indentation depth and varying internally
the individual chain length [37], manifesting as strikingly tunable strain stiffening
that has many practical implications in industry. Relevant work also reported on
realizations of free-standing and even load-bearing granular structures by simply
varying the shape of constituent particles (see Fig.1.2(c)). Examples are Z-shaped
[82] and staple-shaped [48] particles.
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Figure 1.2: Examples of granular-based systems with adaptive mechanical modulus
(a) Robotic gripper constructed by filling a blue flexible membrane with ground
coffee; the three sub-images show its ability of grabbing objects with complex
morphology. Source: reprinted from [24]. (b) Assemblies of granular chains
evolve theirmorphology frompile-like to column-likewith increasing bulkmodulus;
numbers shown at the upper-left corner of each sub-image indicate the number of
beads connected per chain. Source: reprinted from [37]. (c) Free-standing granular
structures shown as collections of inter-twinedZ-shaped particles. Source: reprinted
from [82].

On the realization side, self-evidently, similar or even more robust experimental re-
alizations regarding shape-morphing granular assemblies will appear in the future.
Such granular assemblies will most likely be designed in a bottom-up fashion by
taking their internal conditions to more sophisticated levels, by means of rapidly
advancing fabrication and testing techniques (e.g. additive manufacturing). For in-
stance, particleswith virtually anymorphology, size-distribution and deformabilities
can be fabricated via 3D printing. However, on the theoretical side, developments
guiding efficient design seem to be focusing on highly idealized systems (e.g. fric-
tionless spheres [85] or other simple shapes [75, 117] under negligible boundary
effects such as periodic boundaries [30, 85, 120]). As such, their relevance remains
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questionable for strategically designing robust shape-morphing granular assemblies.
In this regard, such theoretical limitations call for micro-structural understandings
of modulus adaptations in shape-morphing granular assemblies that often involve
complex boundary effects and internal conditions.

Understanding through granular microstructures
Again, as granular matter is intrinsically discrete, developing a better understand-
ing of their macro-scale behaviors pivots on investigating the underpinning non-
negligible microstructures formed collectively from frictional interactions between
constituent athermal particles. In general, granular microstructures can be reflected
by three kinds of micro-structural quantities that range from lower-order to higher
order within each kind: geometrical-type ones containing information about parti-
cle arrangements, mechanical-type ones containing information about inter-particle
forces, and kinematical-type ones containing information about particle motions.

• Geometrical-type micro-structural quantities. Examples include volume
fraction (lower order) which is defined as the total volume of particles divided
by the total volume they occupied; coordination number (lower order) which is
defined as the average contact number per particle; probability distribution of
“rigid clusters” [17, 80] in terms of their number and their geometrical prop-
erties such as radius of gyration, a rigid cluster is defined as a sub-collection
of “caged” particles that are mutually in contact, and whose local packing
fraction all exceed a certain threshold (e.g. 0.6 for disk [80]); Portion of par-
ticles with different number of contacts (higher order) [8], bond orientational
order parameters (BOOP, higher order) [74] which quantify how close the
local particle arrangement is compared to ordered patterns (e.g. hexagonal
pattern); probability distribution of contact normals in polar coordinates (also
known as the fabric, higher order) [13, 103] which can be represented by a
second-order symmetric tensor 〈n⊗ n〉, here “〈·〉” denotes spatial average over
all contacts and “n” is the contact normal (a unit vector) of a single contact.
Additionally, the associated principal direction (the one corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue) indicates the preferred contact direction (i.e. the direction
along which major contacts appear, higher order).

• Mechanical-type micro-structural quantities. Examples include the proba-
bility density distribution (p.d.f ) of both normal and tangential contact forces
(lower order) [13, 103]; pair correlation functions of contact forces [73]
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which quantifies the directional and spatial correlation of contact forces; po-
lar diagram of normal contact forces, tangential contact forces, and friction
mobilizations (higher order) [13, 103, 111] which can be computed by eval-
uating in magnitude the average of normal contact forces, tangential contact
forces and tangential contact forces divided by normal contact forces in every
polar direction, respectively; the preferred direction of force transmissions
(i.e. the direction along which dominant contact forces appear, higher or-
der). In particular, in dense packing with enduring inter-particle contacts,
the preferred direction of force transmissions essentially indicates the direc-
tion of force chains [8]. This direction can be computed as the dominant
principle direction of a second-order symmetric tensor “〈| f |n ⊗ n〉” where
“| f | =

√
| fn |

2 + | f t |
2” is the magnitude of total contact force at each contact

with “| fn |” the magnitude of normal contact force and “| f t |” the magnitude
of tangential contact force. Oftentimes the contribution from the tangential
force is negligible, thus the preferred direction of force transmissions can also
be computed from normal contact forces alone, i.e. can be defined as the
dominant principle direction of “〈| fn |n ⊗ n〉.”

• Kinematical-type micro-structural quantities. Examples include velocity
fluctuation magnitude (lower order) defined as the root of granular temper-
ature [107] which is the mean square of velocity deviations (from mean
particle velocity); pair correlation functions of velocity fluctuations [15, 93]
which quantify the directional and spatial correlation of particle motions; and
probability distribution of granular “clusters” (or granular eddies [17, 64, 79],
higher order) in terms of their number and their geometrical properties such
as radius of gyration, where a granular cluster is defined as a sub-collection
of particles that are mutually in contact and whose motions are cooperative
enough. Common practice in determining motion cooperativity is to look at
the angle formed by the velocity fluctuation directions associated with two
contacted particles. If the angle is less than a certain threshold (e.g. 30◦), the
two contacted particles then belong to the same granular “cluster."

Despite the seemingly abundant investigations on granular microstructure, most
studies in this regard (both experimental and computational), as we have briefly
mentioned in the previous subsection, have been focused on simple and homo-
geneous systems with no stress or strain (rate) gradient, and under either rigid
or periodic boundaries. These studies indeed have identified many fundamental
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perspectives on granular materials, for instance, the bimodal character of force
transmissions [97], the contact and force anisotropy induced by shear [73], and
the divergence of rigid cluster size as approaching jamming [80]. However, their
practical implications on heterogeneous systems (e.g. heterogenous flows) remain
elusive. Further, it is unclear how relevant these conclusions are in helping under-
stand systems with flexible boundaries (e.g. shape-morphing granular assemblies).
Therefore, the major task of this dissertation is to bridge the divide in length-scale by
elucidating the fundamental role of the underpinning microstructures in furnishing
overlaying macro-behaviors of granular matter, specifically, in elucidating spatial
phase transitions in heterogeneous granular flows and bending modulus adaptations
of shape-morphing granular sheets.

Relevant experimental and computational techniques
Having presented the challenges that need to be addressed, it is now the time to
identify the tools needed in order to perform analysis. As our focus is on granular
microstructures, computational techniques can show great advantages over current
experimental techniques, especially when analyzing three-dimensional systems. Al-
though our work is mostly computational, we make sure first our computational
results can faithfully reproduce experimental observations (mostly) at the macro-
scale. In the following we briefly introduce the experimental and computational
techniques involved in our work.

• Discrete Element Method, DEM [33]. Given a model for particle interac-
tion, DEM resolves the dynamics of each simulated particle by numerically
integrating Newton’s law. Detailed particle-scale information can be easily
obtained from DEM simulations (e.g. particle positions, velocities, rotations,
and contact forces). In particular we will mainly use a DEM-variant method
called LS-DEM [62, 63] that is able to simulate particles with arbitrary shape.
DEM will be the major tool in our work to get access to micro-scale details
(e.g. granular microstructures).

• Granular Element Method, GEM [54]. Combining experimental imaging
techniques (e.g. Digital Image Correlation, DIC [47]) with equations govern-
ing particles’ mechanical behaviors, GEM allows contact force inference in
cohensionless granular materials with particles of arbitrary shape, texture and
opacity. We use GEM in our work to experimentally get access to micro-scale
details. These measurements are used to test and verify the robustness of
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DEM in capturing microstructures (especially those related to contacts and
contact forces) of granular assemblies upon loading.

• Particle Image Velocimetry, PIV [116]. PIV is an image analysis tool widely
used in experimental fluid mechanics for measurements of kinematical fields
of fluids. PIV has also gained applications in flows of granular matter. We
use PIV in our work to measure the velocity field of heterogeneous flows of
glass beads in a rotating drum. The measurements are used to calibrate and
validate our DEM model.

• 3Dprinting. 3D printing is useful in accurately fabricating particles with very
complex morphology. In our work we use 3D printing to fabricate digitally
designed granular sheets.

1.3 Thesis outline
The layout of this dissertation is as follows:

In Chapter 2, we evaluate and validate the robustness of DEM in capturing granular
microstructures obtained from experiments. We utilize a DEM-variant technique,
LS-DEM [62, 63] that is able to simulate the dynamics of arbitrarily-shaped particles
by representing each particle as a level-set function. Using LS-DEM, we conduct
one-to-one 2D simulations in comparison with experiments by exactly replicating
the initial configurations and particle morphologies. We consider simple shear of
collections of circular-shaped and arbitrarily-shaped columns, both of which are 3D
printed to preserve the designed particle shape and size. We compare experiments
and simulations at both the macro-scale and the micro-scale. At the macro-scale,
we compare the evolution of the homogenized Cauchy stress tensor in its three
components and the evolution of vertical dilation ratio; at the particle-scale, we
compare the evolution of microstructures in terms of (i) the probability distribution
of contact normals in polar coordinates, (ii) the polar diagram of contact forces,
and (iii) the polar diagram of friction mobilizations. We show that, with minimum
calibration efforts, DEM (LS-DEM) is able to capture both macro-scale and micro-
scale responses measured from experiments.

In Chapter 3, with the confidence in DEM built in the work showed in Chapter 2, we
take DEM to analyze phase transitions in heterogeneous flow developed at the center
of rotating drums from a top-down perspective. We first perform experiments of
glass beads flowing in a rotating drum, measuring at the drum center the dynamical
angle of repose and down-stream velocity for three different drum rotation speeds.
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We use these measurements to calibrate and validate a DEM model, which is
later taken to produce various microstructures by systematically varying boundary
conditions (drum width and side wall friction) and load rates (rotating speeds). We
then study the correlations of these microstructures to the spatial phase transitions
from gas-like layers near the free surface, to underneath liquid-like layers, and finally
to solid-like layers deep in the bulk. We propose amicro-scale parameter quantifying
the structural anisotropy by measuring the overall deviation of preferred direction
of inter-particle contacts to preferred direction of inter-particle force transmissions.
We show that this quantity elucidates the phase transitions between these layers
independent of boundary condition and loading rate. Further, we show that, in
solid-like layers, this micro-structural quantity correlates to bulk effective friction,
which is an integral macro-scale quantity in constitutive modeling.

In Chapter 4, we take DEM to analyze modulus adaptations in shape-morphing
granular sheets , from a bottom-up perspective.We first fabricate architected granu-
lar sheets by 3D printing interlocked solid particles following a certain interlocking
pattern. Depending on the level of imposed isotropic pressure via vacuuming, we
show by three-point bending tests the exceptionally tunable bending modulus of
the jammed sheets. We next calibrate a DEM model based on our experimental
measurements and take the validated model to construct granular sheets with dif-
ferent microstructures by varying constituent particle shape, initial configuration
and imposed isotropic pressure. Lastly we study the correlations of microstructure
variations with modulus adaptations. We discover a universal power-law correla-
tion between bending modulus (a macro-scale quantity) and coordination number (a
micro-scale quantity) with the scaling exponent being independent of investigated
particle shapes and imposed isotropic pressures, in a way reminiscent of the canon-
ical power-law scaling for frictionless sphere packing near jamming. We also find
larger coordination number favors interlocked particles over non-interlocked ones,
leading to significantly better shape-morphing performance of chain-like sheets over
discrete assemblies.

In Chapter 5, we conclude by summarizing the major results of this work and
presenting future outlook.
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C h a p t e r 2

CAPTURING THE INTER-PARTICLE FORCE DISTRIBUTION
IN GRANULAR MATERIAL USING LS-DEM

Liuchi Li, EloïseMarteau, and José E. Andrade (2019). “Capturing the inter-particle
force distribution in granular material using LS-DEM.” In: Granular Matter. doi:
10.1007/s10035-019-0893-7, pp 21-43. ISSN: 1434-7636.

Abstract
Particle shape, as one of the most important physical ingredients of granular ma-
terials, can greatly alter the characteristic of inter-particle force distribution which
is of vital importance in understanding the mechanical behavior of granular mate-
rials. However, currently both experimental and numerical studies remain limited
in this regard. In this paper, we for the first time validate the ability of the level
set discrete element method (LS-DEM) of capturing the inter-particle force distri-
bution among particles of arbitrary shape. We first present the technical details
of LS-DEM; we then apply LS-DEM to simulate experiments of shearing granular
materials composed of arbitrarily shaped particles. The proposed approach directly
links experimentally measured material properties to model parameters such as con-
tact stiffness without any calibration. Our results show that LS-DEM is able to not
only capture the macro-scale response such as stress and deformation, but also to
reproduce the particle scale contact information such as the distribution of contact
force magnitude, contact orientation and contact friction mobilization. Our work
demonstrates the promising potential of LS-DEM on studying the mechanics and
physics of natural granular materials, and on aiding the rational design of granular
particle shape for novel macro-scale mechanical property.

2.1 Introduction
Any collection of macroscopic solid frictional particles with a size greater than
1 µm belong to the family of granular materials. They are ubiquitous on earth and
are the second most manipulated industrial material [101]. Despite such a unified
and simple definition, at the macro-scale, different granular materials can exhibit
drastically different mechanical properties and can behave like solids, liquids, gases,
or even with the aforementioned phases coexisting [56, 57] under different external
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loading and boundary setting. Such complex macro-scale behavior is closely tied to
the heterogeneously distributed force chains formed by inter-particle forces [55, 73],
the characteristic of which is sensitive to particle shape effect [5, 27]. However,
investigations on the force transmission among arbitrarily shaped particles are still
lacking due to several technical limitations both experimentally and computationally.

On one hand, most experimental studies so far involving measuring inter-particle
forces rely on advanced optical techniques (for example refractive index matching
tomography [23] and 3D x-ray diffraction and x-ray tomography [52]) that are able to
reasonablymeasure particle scale deformation. Because of this, these methods often
require the test material to have specific properties such as being birefringent [73] for
photo-elasticity measurement or exhibiting optically detectable particle deformation
for GEM measurement [54]. As such, they can only handle a very limited number
of particles (typically in the order of magnitude of 100 [23] or even less for complex
particles such as sands [54]). As such, experimentally it still remains a challenge to
incorporate particle shape effects into the study of inter-particle force distribution.

On the other hand, due to recent advances in numerical techniques, relevant in-
vestigations have also been carried out based on discrete methods. In general all
discrete methods aim at simulating the kinematics of a system of particles but in
two different ways: either explicitly by penalizing the inter-particle penetration
based on a certain contact model, known as the (classical) discrete element method
(DEM) [33], or implicitly by solving a linear complementarity problem (LCP) with
non-equality constraint for all particle contacts under the limit of infinite particle
rigidity, known as the non-smooth contact dynamics (NSCD) [58]. In the rigid
grain limit (which is usually the case for most granular material application [34]),
these two methods have been shown to give similar results and we refer to [88] for
a detailed discussion and comparison between DEM and NSCD. Such numerical
techniques have been employed to characterize the inter-particle force network of
granular media ranging from disk assembly in the late 90’s [96, 97] to assemblies of
pentagonal particles [9], elongated particles [6, 7], polyhedras [10], to assemblies
composed of poly-disperse particles [12, 119] dated ten to five years ago, and to
investigate granular pile instability based on friction mobilization analysis of parti-
cle contacts [111, 112]. However, in all current NSCD based numerical methods,
usually all contact type between a certain shaped particle must be identified and
be pre-built into the algorithm for contact detection and computation. As such it
can only handle a system of particles with either identical and simple shape such
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as isotropically shaped polygons [9] or the so-called RCR particles [7], or with
a very limited number of elementary particle shape type (mixture of sphere and
RCR particles in [14] and mixture of cube, sphere, ellipsoid and cylinder in [88]).
Another general class of DEM variant method utilizes sphere (disk) clumps [41]
that can handle systems of particles with different shapes, however since the number
of spheres (disks) needed to approximate one particle scales up dramatically fast
with the change of particle shape, this method can be computationally intractable
in simulating systems of complex-shaped particles. Therefore, while many granular
materials commonly seen in nature such as sand are composed of particles with
different and complex shapes, numerically our understanding is mostly limited to
particles with simple shapes besides sphere (disk). More importantly, although
many qualitative agreements can be found with experimental studies such as the
appearance of strong and weak force network [73] and the shear-induced alignment
effect on inter-particle force distribution [40], there has been no direct validation of
the inter-particle force distribution computed from classical DEM or NSCD.

In summary, experimental investigations are limited by particle property, shape,
and system size; while numerically these limitations become much less of an issue,
the corresponding conclusions have never been directly validated. An important
question to ask is: is there a numerical technique, with computationally tractable
expense, that is able to capture the inter-particle force distribution among particles
with different arbitrary shapes?

In this paper, we attempt to answer this question − we for the first time validate the
ability of a newly developed DEM variant method called LS-DEM [62] on capturing
the inter-particle force distribution among particles with arbitrary shape by using
a recently developed experiment technique that is able to quantitatively measure
inter-particle forces [77]. The paper is structured as follows: in section two, we
present the technical details of LS-DEM; in section three, we first discuss a set of
experiments that allow us to measure inter-particle forces in granular materials, then
introduce the corresponding numerical simulations and lastly validate LS-DEM by
comparing simulation results with experiment measurements; in section four, we
outline the conclusions of this study and implications for future work.

2.2 Comparison between LS-DEM and DEM
LS-DEM [62] works in principle just like DEM: for each particle in a system,
denoted as particle i here, once knowing all forces fi acting on it, DEM (and LS-
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DEM) simulates its dynamics by numerically integrating Newton’s equations of
motion for the translational and rotational degrees of freedom:

mi
d2ri

dt2
= fi, and

d
dt

(Ii · ωi) = Ti (2.1)

with the mass mi of particle i, its position ri, the total force fi acting on it due to
contacts with other particles, with boundaries or due to external body force field,
the 3 × 3 inertia matrix Ii (in 3D), its angular velocity ωi and the total torque Ti

acting on it. DEM treats each simulated particle as rigid but allows a small inter-
penetration d to compute the contact force fi and moment Ti based on a chosen
contact model. There are many contact models developed with different level of
sophistications: Herztian or Hookean contact with particle scale damping[34, 108],
incorporation of rolling resistance [2, 38], consideration of hysteresis [72] etc. A
detailed introduction to various contact models can be found in [68]. In our study,
the total force f j,i (for simplicity we hereafter omit the superscript and call it f )
exerted by particle j to i is computed based on the following formula:

f = fn + ft (2.2)

fn = kndn̂ (2.3)

ft = −
∆s

|∆s|
min

(
kt |∆s|, µs |fn |

)
(2.4)

where fn and ft are respectively the normal and tangential component of f ; n̂ and
∆s are respectively the contact normal and the accumulated tangential displacement;
µs is the inter-particle friction coefficient; and kn(kt ) is the normal (tangential) con-
tact stiffness with unit of force per area.
However, unlike DEM, LS-DEM is able to compute d and the corresponding contact
force and moment among particles with various shape. In LS-DEM each individ-
ual particle is represented by two quantities: a set of spatially distributed points
{x1,x2, ...,xn} (nodes) discretizing the particle surface (called the mesh) and a dis-
cretized level set function φ(p) where p are the grid points with color indicating the
signed distance to the grain surface (negative for inside and positive for outside),
as shown in Figure 2.1(a). Accordingly the discretized level set function φ(p) is
scalar-valued and implicit. While {x1,x2, ...,xn} provides the information of par-
ticle geometry, φ(p) gives the signed distance of a certain point p to the surface
of the particle which is formed by connecting {x1,x2, ...,xn}: φ(p) > 0 when p is
outside the surface, φ(p) = 0 when on the surface and φ(p) < 0 when p is inside the
surface. To detect contact between two particles, a master-slave approach is used,
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where we evaluate the value of all nodes of the master using the level-set function
of the slave. If the value of the level set function is negative for any node, contact
exists and force and moment are computed for each penetrating node, which are
then summed to give the total contact force and moment between the two particles,
as shown in Figure 2.1(b). In current LS-DEM implementation the contact model
becomes:

fn =

P∑
z=1
fn,z =

P∑
z=1

kndzn̂z (2.5)

ft =

P∑
z=1
ft,z = −

P∑
z=1

∆sz

|∆sz |
min

(
kt |∆sz |, µs |fn,z |

)
(2.6)

where P is the total number of penetrating nodes of particle i into particle j; fn,z and
ft,z are the normal and tangential forces computed at node z; dz, n̂z and ∆sz follow
the same definition, but are now computed at each node z. In this paper, however,
we modify the contact model implementation to instead only consider the node
with maximum penetration. By doing so, LS-DEM becomes mesh-independent
in displacement controlled loading condition and converges to DEM in simulating
circular particles (see Appendix A). Taking advantage of the level set function
formulation, contact detection between two arbitrarily shaped particles become very
trivial and require very little computational expense. For more technical details of
LS-DEM, we refer to [62, 63].

2.3 Beyond DEM: capturing the mechanical response of granular material
with arbitrarily shaped particles

In the previous section, we introduced the technical details of LS-DEM. In this
section, we will show the ability of LS-DEM of capturing the macro-scale response
and further capturing particle scale information of a system of particleswith different
arbitrary shapes. In order to do this, we first detail the experiments that allow us
to measure both the macro-scale response and the particle scale information in
particular the inter-particle forces, then explain our simulation setup, and lastly
compare LS-DEM simulation results to experimental measurements.

Experiments: extract inter-particle forces in granular materials
Laboratory tests are carried out using a custom-built shear apparatus designed
to subject a two-dimensional analogue granular assembly to (quasi-static) shear
conditions [76, 77]. The shear mechanism is generated by a displacement-controlled
linear actuator connected to the shear cell. Simultaneously, a vertical load σN is
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Figure 2.1: Examples of level-set construction and contact detection between grains.
(a) An example of constructing one particle with arbitrary shape using level set
function; surface points (nodes) are shown as the dots in cyan, overlaid grid points p
represent the associated discretized level set function φwith color showing the signed
distance to the surface: outside the surface φ(p) > 0, on the surface φ(p) = 0, and
inside the surface φ(p) < 0. (b) Figure adapted from [63]: an example of contact
detection between two particles: evaluate φs (xm

i ) for every node xm
i of the master

particle against the level set function φs of the slave particle.
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applied to the granular assembly confined in the shear cell through a dead weight
loading system. The shear cell is a horizontal deformable parallelogram with one
arm fixed to a support structure and is subjected to shear strain and normal strain
in the y-direction while maintaining zero normal strain in the x-direction. At each
load step, image processing techniques are employed to measure the length in the
y-direction Ly and shear angle θ defined as the angle between the y-axis and the
tilted side of the shear cell. Given these measurements, the components of the
macroscopic strain tensor ε are obtained as follows: ε xx = 0, ε yy = ∆Ly/Ly, and
ε xy = 1/2 tan θ, where ∆Ly is the change in length in the y-direction between the
initial and deformed configurations. Images are acquired with an optical imaging
system (Allied Vision Prosilica GT4907 15.7 Megapixel CCD camera attached to a
Nikkor AF 105mm f/2.8 lens) that is installed above the apparatus.

Figure 2.2: Picture of the experimental setup.

Experimental tests are performed on granular samples composed of either circular
or arbitrarily-shaped grains. Both 2D analogue samples follow a log-normal dis-
tribution of grain diameter and are fabricated using the same rubber-like material
(Stratasys FLX9895DM) and the same additivemanufacturing technology (Stratasys
Object500 Connex3 printer). All specimens were fabricated using the same additive
manufacturing process. Factors such as the orientation of the print, support mate-
rial composition and removal, and environmental conditions of storage of the raw
materials were kept constant for all 3D-printing jobs. Such precautions were taken
to ensure consistency in the effect of potential inhomogeneities and anisotropies.
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While the particles in the experiments have been assumed to be elastic, isotropic and
homogeneous, it is clear that this is not necessarily true, and the experiments rely on
averaging the two independent bulk elastic constants over several measurements and
macroscopic estimates of linear elastic behavior. Quantifying the degree of inho-
mogeneity and anisotropy in 3D printed materials is an open question in mechanics
and lies outside the scope of our paper. Accordingly, the printed grains constituting
the circular- and arbitrarily-shaped assemblies have the same mechanical properties,
i.e. a Young’s modulus E = 63 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio ν of approximately 0.5.
The height of the grains was set to 20 mm. The circular-shaped assembly has a total
of Np = 313 grains while the arbitrarily-shaped assembly is comprised of Np = 398
grains. The arbitrarily-shaped assembly is engineered based on X-Ray Computed
Tomography images of a sand sample (Caicos ooids) [71, 77]. 11 grain shapes are
extracted for their different morphological properties (i.e. sphericity and round-
ness). The selected grain shapes are then copied and scaled to follow a log-normal
distribution. Finally, a row of circular Teflon cylinders is added between the shear
cell boundaries and the granular sample to ensure that the cell is sufficiently filled.

As the sample is sheared, we perform simultaneous measurements of particle- and
continuum-scale quantities that govern the mechanical behavior of granular mate-
rials. At the particle-scale, the geometrical arrangement of the granular assembly,
including the position of contact points and centroids, is characterized by means of
image processing (i.e. the watershed segmentation algorithm [47, 104, 109] from
Matlab Image Processing Toolbox). The 2D Digital Image Correlation (2D-DIC)
software VIC-2D (Correlated Solutions, Inc., Columbia, SC, USA) [1] is used to
measure the intra-particle full-field displacements and strains by comparing digital
images in the undeformed and deformed configurations [87, 113]. The intra-particle
full-field stresses are extracted from the strains assuming Hooke’s law applies. Fig-
ure 2.3 shows an example of the measured strain field and computed stress field
for the arbitrarily shaped particle assembly at shear angle θ = 13.9◦. The normal
and tangential inter-particle forces are inferred using the Granular Element Method
(GEM) [3, 54, 76], provided that average particle stresses and contact point locations
are known. Figure 2.4 presents experimental results of the intra-particle stresses
and force networks obtained using the aforementioned measurement techniques at
different shear angle θ in the circular- and arbitrarily-shaped assemblies.

At the macroscopic scale, the Cauchy stress tensor σ̄ is expressed as a function of
the inter-particle forces and fabric [29] as follows:
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Figure 2.3: Measured strain field and computed stress field. (a): Measured shear
strain field using DIC and (b): accordingly computed principle stress difference
using the measured strain via Hooke’s law.

σ̄ =
1
V

Nc∑
c=1

sym( f c ⊗ bc) (2.7)

where Nc is the total number of contact points, V is the total volume of the granular
assembly, f c is the inter-particle force, and bc is the branch vector at the contact c.

More details on the experimental setup, granular assemblies, and measurement
techniques can be found in [76, 77].

LS-DEM simulations
Since the experiments are quasi-2D, we carry out 2D LS-DEM simulations − every
simulated particle has a one-to-one correspondence to the one used in the experi-
ment, as shown in Figure 2.5. In the following, based on the experimental setup,
we discuss how we implement the boundary condition, choose the contact model
and determine all parameters used in our simulations.

Boundary condition implementation

In order to properly implement the boundary boundary conditions, we start by
drawing a free body diagram (Figure 2.6), in which we consider the boundary
frame “AD-DC-CB" without the arm “AB" which is mounted to the table and fixed.
In this way, under quasi-static loading condition, “AD-DC-CB" must always be in
equilibrium by balancing all external forces: forces exerted by the particles (Fkl),
forces imposed by the weight and shear-driving motor (FN and Fh respectively) and
reaction forces at the two slider (FA and FB). Taking the granular assembly as a
whole with one stress state, firstly we can estimate the forces exerted by the particles
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<latexit sha1_base64="0q23fvmtsdtqlbq1WgWW4gGTdmk=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe26H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+PuipOJaEdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjTTnPYTSXEUcNoLZldLv3dPpWKxuNPzhPoRnggWMoK1kW5r5HxkV12nmQOtSKNekKaHPMfNUYUC7ZH9PhzHJI2o0IRjpQaem2g/w1IzwumiMkwVTTCZ4QkdGCpwRJWf5acu0JlRxiiMpSmhUa5+n8hwpNQ8CkxnhPVU/faW4l/eINXhpZ8xkaSaCrJaFKYc6Rgt/0ZjJinRfG4IJpKZWxGZYomJNulUTAhfn6L/SffC8VzHu6lXW7UijjKcwCnUwIMGtOAa2tABAhN4gCd4trj1aL1Yr6vWklXMHMMPWG+fWR2NxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0q23fvmtsdtqlbq1WgWW4gGTdmk=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe26H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+PuipOJaEdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjTTnPYTSXEUcNoLZldLv3dPpWKxuNPzhPoRnggWMoK1kW5r5HxkV12nmQOtSKNekKaHPMfNUYUC7ZH9PhzHJI2o0IRjpQaem2g/w1IzwumiMkwVTTCZ4QkdGCpwRJWf5acu0JlRxiiMpSmhUa5+n8hwpNQ8CkxnhPVU/faW4l/eINXhpZ8xkaSaCrJaFKYc6Rgt/0ZjJinRfG4IJpKZWxGZYomJNulUTAhfn6L/SffC8VzHu6lXW7UijjKcwCnUwIMGtOAa2tABAhN4gCd4trj1aL1Yr6vWklXMHMMPWG+fWR2NxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0q23fvmtsdtqlbq1WgWW4gGTdmk=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe26H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+PuipOJaEdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjTTnPYTSXEUcNoLZldLv3dPpWKxuNPzhPoRnggWMoK1kW5r5HxkV12nmQOtSKNekKaHPMfNUYUC7ZH9PhzHJI2o0IRjpQaem2g/w1IzwumiMkwVTTCZ4QkdGCpwRJWf5acu0JlRxiiMpSmhUa5+n8hwpNQ8CkxnhPVU/faW4l/eINXhpZ8xkaSaCrJaFKYc6Rgt/0ZjJinRfG4IJpKZWxGZYomJNulUTAhfn6L/SffC8VzHu6lXW7UijjKcwCnUwIMGtOAa2tABAhN4gCd4trj1aL1Yr6vWklXMHMMPWG+fWR2NxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0q23fvmtsdtqlbq1WgWW4gGTdmk=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe26H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+PuipOJaEdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjTTnPYTSXEUcNoLZldLv3dPpWKxuNPzhPoRnggWMoK1kW5r5HxkV12nmQOtSKNekKaHPMfNUYUC7ZH9PhzHJI2o0IRjpQaem2g/w1IzwumiMkwVTTCZ4QkdGCpwRJWf5acu0JlRxiiMpSmhUa5+n8hwpNQ8CkxnhPVU/faW4l/eINXhpZ8xkaSaCrJaFKYc6Rgt/0ZjJinRfG4IJpKZWxGZYomJNulUTAhfn6L/SffC8VzHu6lXW7UijjKcwCnUwIMGtOAa2tABAhN4gCd4trj1aL1Yr6vWklXMHMMPWG+fWR2NxQ==</latexit>

(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="xPcLeMG5b3RD++dW11XiQboz60g=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA2m027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ5yecKe04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4e9VScSkK7JOaxHPhYUc4E7WqmOR0kkuLI57Tvz66Wfv+eSsVicafnCfUiPBEsZARrI93Wg/NxtebYrRxoRZqNgrRc5NpOjhoU6Iyr76MgJmlEhSYcKzV0nUR7GZaaEU4XlVGqaILJDE/o0FCBI6q8LD91gc6MEqAwlqaERrn6fSLDkVLzyDedEdZT9dtbin95w1SHl17GRJJqKshqUZhypGO0/BsFTFKi+dwQTCQztyIyxRITbdKpmBC+PkX/k96F7Tq2e9OotetFHGU4gVOogwtNaMM1dKALBCbwAE/wbHHr0XqxXletJauYOYYfsN4+AVqijcY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xPcLeMG5b3RD++dW11XiQboz60g=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA2m027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ5yecKe04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4e9VScSkK7JOaxHPhYUc4E7WqmOR0kkuLI57Tvz66Wfv+eSsVicafnCfUiPBEsZARrI93Wg/NxtebYrRxoRZqNgrRc5NpOjhoU6Iyr76MgJmlEhSYcKzV0nUR7GZaaEU4XlVGqaILJDE/o0FCBI6q8LD91gc6MEqAwlqaERrn6fSLDkVLzyDedEdZT9dtbin95w1SHl17GRJJqKshqUZhypGO0/BsFTFKi+dwQTCQztyIyxRITbdKpmBC+PkX/k96F7Tq2e9OotetFHGU4gVOogwtNaMM1dKALBCbwAE/wbHHr0XqxXletJauYOYYfsN4+AVqijcY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xPcLeMG5b3RD++dW11XiQboz60g=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA2m027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ5yecKe04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4e9VScSkK7JOaxHPhYUc4E7WqmOR0kkuLI57Tvz66Wfv+eSsVicafnCfUiPBEsZARrI93Wg/NxtebYrRxoRZqNgrRc5NpOjhoU6Iyr76MgJmlEhSYcKzV0nUR7GZaaEU4XlVGqaILJDE/o0FCBI6q8LD91gc6MEqAwlqaERrn6fSLDkVLzyDedEdZT9dtbin95w1SHl17GRJJqKshqUZhypGO0/BsFTFKi+dwQTCQztyIyxRITbdKpmBC+PkX/k96F7Tq2e9OotetFHGU4gVOogwtNaMM1dKALBCbwAE/wbHHr0XqxXletJauYOYYfsN4+AVqijcY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xPcLeMG5b3RD++dW11XiQboz60g=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA2m027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ5yecKe04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4e9VScSkK7JOaxHPhYUc4E7WqmOR0kkuLI57Tvz66Wfv+eSsVicafnCfUiPBEsZARrI93Wg/NxtebYrRxoRZqNgrRc5NpOjhoU6Iyr76MgJmlEhSYcKzV0nUR7GZaaEU4XlVGqaILJDE/o0FCBI6q8LD91gc6MEqAwlqaERrn6fSLDkVLzyDedEdZT9dtbin95w1SHl17GRJJqKshqUZhypGO0/BsFTFKi+dwQTCQztyIyxRITbdKpmBC+PkX/k96F7Tq2e9OotetFHGU4gVOogwtNaMM1dKALBCbwAE/wbHHr0XqxXletJauYOYYfsN4+AVqijcY=</latexit>

(e)
<latexit sha1_base64="8w6zvtofpNemB6oJiR0G4SqUeYA=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXAjG3gBePEc0DkiXMTnqTIbMPZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cbJZQUULGoqqbrq7vFhwpW37wyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjrooSybDDIhHJvkcVCh5iR3MtsB9LpIEnsOfNrpZ+7x6l4lF4p+cxugGdhNznjGoj3VbxfFSu2LVmBrIijXpOmg5xanaGCuRoj8rvw3HEkgBDzQRVauDYsXZTKjVnAhelYaIwpmxGJzgwNKQBKjfNTl2QM6OMiR9JU6Emmfp9IqWBUvPAM50B1VP121uKf3mDRPuXbsrDONEYstUiPxFER2T5NxlziUyLuSGUSW5uJWxKJWXapFMyIXx9Sv4n3YuaY9ecm3qlVc3jKMIJnEIVHGhAC66hDR1gMIEHeIJnS1iP1ov1umotWPnMMfyA9fYJXCeNxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8w6zvtofpNemB6oJiR0G4SqUeYA=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXAjG3gBePEc0DkiXMTnqTIbMPZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cbJZQUULGoqqbrq7vFhwpW37wyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjrooSybDDIhHJvkcVCh5iR3MtsB9LpIEnsOfNrpZ+7x6l4lF4p+cxugGdhNznjGoj3VbxfFSu2LVmBrIijXpOmg5xanaGCuRoj8rvw3HEkgBDzQRVauDYsXZTKjVnAhelYaIwpmxGJzgwNKQBKjfNTl2QM6OMiR9JU6Emmfp9IqWBUvPAM50B1VP121uKf3mDRPuXbsrDONEYstUiPxFER2T5NxlziUyLuSGUSW5uJWxKJWXapFMyIXx9Sv4n3YuaY9ecm3qlVc3jKMIJnEIVHGhAC66hDR1gMIEHeIJnS1iP1ov1umotWPnMMfyA9fYJXCeNxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8w6zvtofpNemB6oJiR0G4SqUeYA=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXAjG3gBePEc0DkiXMTnqTIbMPZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cbJZQUULGoqqbrq7vFhwpW37wyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjrooSybDDIhHJvkcVCh5iR3MtsB9LpIEnsOfNrpZ+7x6l4lF4p+cxugGdhNznjGoj3VbxfFSu2LVmBrIijXpOmg5xanaGCuRoj8rvw3HEkgBDzQRVauDYsXZTKjVnAhelYaIwpmxGJzgwNKQBKjfNTl2QM6OMiR9JU6Emmfp9IqWBUvPAM50B1VP121uKf3mDRPuXbsrDONEYstUiPxFER2T5NxlziUyLuSGUSW5uJWxKJWXapFMyIXx9Sv4n3YuaY9ecm3qlVc3jKMIJnEIVHGhAC66hDR1gMIEHeIJnS1iP1ov1umotWPnMMfyA9fYJXCeNxw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8w6zvtofpNemB6oJiR0G4SqUeYA=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXAjG3gBePEc0DkiXMTnqTIbMPZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cbJZQUULGoqqbrq7vFhwpW37wyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjrooSybDDIhHJvkcVCh5iR3MtsB9LpIEnsOfNrpZ+7x6l4lF4p+cxugGdhNznjGoj3VbxfFSu2LVmBrIijXpOmg5xanaGCuRoj8rvw3HEkgBDzQRVauDYsXZTKjVnAhelYaIwpmxGJzgwNKQBKjfNTl2QM6OMiR9JU6Emmfp9IqWBUvPAM50B1VP121uKf3mDRPuXbsrDONEYstUiPxFER2T5NxlziUyLuSGUSW5uJWxKJWXapFMyIXx9Sv4n3YuaY9ecm3qlVc3jKMIJnEIVHGhAC66hDR1gMIEHeIJnS1iP1ov1umotWPnMMfyA9fYJXCeNxw==</latexit>

(f)
<latexit sha1_base64="l2H+wMwC/2jHPAHjkXeHMZ/v6dM=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe26H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+PuipOJaEdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjTTnPYTSXEUcNoLZldLv3dPpWKxuNPzhPoRnggWMoK1kW5r4fnIrrpOMwdakUa9IE0PeY6bowoF2iP7fTiOSRpRoQnHSg08N9F+hqVmhNNFZZgqmmAywxM6MFTgiCo/y09doDOjjFEYS1NCo1z9PpHhSKl5FJjOCOup+u0txb+8QarDSz9jIkk1FWS1KEw50jFa/o3GTFKi+dwQTCQztyIyxRITbdKpmBC+PkX/k+6F47mOd1OvtmpFHGU4gVOogQcNaME1tKEDBCbwAE/wbHHr0XqxXletJauYOYYfsN4+AV2sjcg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l2H+wMwC/2jHPAHjkXeHMZ/v6dM=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe26H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+PuipOJaEdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjTTnPYTSXEUcNoLZldLv3dPpWKxuNPzhPoRnggWMoK1kW5r4fnIrrpOMwdakUa9IE0PeY6bowoF2iP7fTiOSRpRoQnHSg08N9F+hqVmhNNFZZgqmmAywxM6MFTgiCo/y09doDOjjFEYS1NCo1z9PpHhSKl5FJjOCOup+u0txb+8QarDSz9jIkk1FWS1KEw50jFa/o3GTFKi+dwQTCQztyIyxRITbdKpmBC+PkX/k+6F47mOd1OvtmpFHGU4gVOogQcNaME1tKEDBCbwAE/wbHHr0XqxXletJauYOYYfsN4+AV2sjcg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l2H+wMwC/2jHPAHjkXeHMZ/v6dM=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe26H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+PuipOJaEdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjTTnPYTSXEUcNoLZldLv3dPpWKxuNPzhPoRnggWMoK1kW5r4fnIrrpOMwdakUa9IE0PeY6bowoF2iP7fTiOSRpRoQnHSg08N9F+hqVmhNNFZZgqmmAywxM6MFTgiCo/y09doDOjjFEYS1NCo1z9PpHhSKl5FJjOCOup+u0txb+8QarDSz9jIkk1FWS1KEw50jFa/o3GTFKi+dwQTCQztyIyxRITbdKpmBC+PkX/k+6F47mOd1OvtmpFHGU4gVOogQcNaME1tKEDBCbwAE/wbHHr0XqxXletJauYOYYfsN4+AV2sjcg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l2H+wMwC/2jHPAHjkXeHMZ/v6dM=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkIihdpbwYvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cZtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyScKe26H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+PuipOJaEdEvNY9gOsKGeCdjTTnPYTSXEUcNoLZldLv3dPpWKxuNPzhPoRnggWMoK1kW5r4fnIrrpOMwdakUa9IE0PeY6bowoF2iP7fTiOSRpRoQnHSg08N9F+hqVmhNNFZZgqmmAywxM6MFTgiCo/y09doDOjjFEYS1NCo1z9PpHhSKl5FJjOCOup+u0txb+8QarDSz9jIkk1FWS1KEw50jFa/o3GTFKi+dwQTCQztyIyxRITbdKpmBC+PkX/k+6F47mOd1OvtmpFHGU4gVOogQcNaME1tKEDBCbwAE/wbHHr0XqxXletJauYOYYfsN4+AV2sjcg=</latexit>

✓
=

4.
4�

<latexit sha1_base64="j7ax+RDk87kLEuGyeFeWE2mcKkw=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16WSyCp5BIQS9CwYvHCrYVmlg22027dLMJuxMhhPpXvHhQxKs/xJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAVXIPrfluVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//wD486uokU5R1aCISdR8SzQSXrAMcBLtPFSNxKFgvnFzP/N4jU5on8g7ylAUxGUkecUrASAO77sOYAcFXuOk08YNPuaIDu+E67hx4lXglaaAS7YH95Q8TmsVMAhVE677nphAURAGngk1rfqZZSuiEjFjfUElipoNifvwUnxpliKNEmZKA5+rviYLEWudxaDpjAmO97M3E/7x+BtFlUHCZZsAkXSyKMoEhwbMk8JArRkHkhhCquLkV0zFRhILJq2ZC8JZfXiXdc8dzHe+22Wi5ZRxVdIxO0Bny0AVqoRvURh1EUY6e0St6s56sF+vd+li0Vqxypo7+wPr8AYtsk1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j7ax+RDk87kLEuGyeFeWE2mcKkw=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16WSyCp5BIQS9CwYvHCrYVmlg22027dLMJuxMhhPpXvHhQxKs/xJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAVXIPrfluVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//wD486uokU5R1aCISdR8SzQSXrAMcBLtPFSNxKFgvnFzP/N4jU5on8g7ylAUxGUkecUrASAO77sOYAcFXuOk08YNPuaIDu+E67hx4lXglaaAS7YH95Q8TmsVMAhVE677nphAURAGngk1rfqZZSuiEjFjfUElipoNifvwUnxpliKNEmZKA5+rviYLEWudxaDpjAmO97M3E/7x+BtFlUHCZZsAkXSyKMoEhwbMk8JArRkHkhhCquLkV0zFRhILJq2ZC8JZfXiXdc8dzHe+22Wi5ZRxVdIxO0Bny0AVqoRvURh1EUY6e0St6s56sF+vd+li0Vqxypo7+wPr8AYtsk1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j7ax+RDk87kLEuGyeFeWE2mcKkw=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16WSyCp5BIQS9CwYvHCrYVmlg22027dLMJuxMhhPpXvHhQxKs/xJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAVXIPrfluVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//wD486uokU5R1aCISdR8SzQSXrAMcBLtPFSNxKFgvnFzP/N4jU5on8g7ylAUxGUkecUrASAO77sOYAcFXuOk08YNPuaIDu+E67hx4lXglaaAS7YH95Q8TmsVMAhVE677nphAURAGngk1rfqZZSuiEjFjfUElipoNifvwUnxpliKNEmZKA5+rviYLEWudxaDpjAmO97M3E/7x+BtFlUHCZZsAkXSyKMoEhwbMk8JArRkHkhhCquLkV0zFRhILJq2ZC8JZfXiXdc8dzHe+22Wi5ZRxVdIxO0Bny0AVqoRvURh1EUY6e0St6s56sF+vd+li0Vqxypo7+wPr8AYtsk1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j7ax+RDk87kLEuGyeFeWE2mcKkw=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16WSyCp5BIQS9CwYvHCrYVmlg22027dLMJuxMhhPpXvHhQxKs/xJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDAVXIPrfluVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//wD486uokU5R1aCISdR8SzQSXrAMcBLtPFSNxKFgvnFzP/N4jU5on8g7ylAUxGUkecUrASAO77sOYAcFXuOk08YNPuaIDu+E67hx4lXglaaAS7YH95Q8TmsVMAhVE677nphAURAGngk1rfqZZSuiEjFjfUElipoNifvwUnxpliKNEmZKA5+rviYLEWudxaDpjAmO97M3E/7x+BtFlUHCZZsAkXSyKMoEhwbMk8JArRkHkhhCquLkV0zFRhILJq2ZC8JZfXiXdc8dzHe+22Wi5ZRxVdIxO0Bny0AVqoRvURh1EUY6e0St6s56sF+vd+li0Vqxypo7+wPr8AYtsk1c=</latexit>

✓
=

8�
<latexit sha1_base64="qxFtYbIah/ARECSMxbZCY7ei47o=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQyCp7ArgrkIAS8eI5gHJGuYncwmQ2YfzPQqYc2nePGgiFe/xJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+YkUGh3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwpeNUMd5ksYxVx6eaSxHxJgqUvJMoTkNf8rY/vp757QeutIijO5wk3AvpMBKBYBSN1LfLPRxxpOSK1Mh9jwnF+nbFqTpzkFXi5qQCORp9+6s3iFka8giZpFp3XSdBL6MKBZN8WuqlmieUjemQdw2NaMi1l81Pn5JTowxIECtTEZK5+nsio6HWk9A3nSHFkV72ZuJ/XjfFoOZlIkpS5BFbLApSSTAmsxzIQCjOUE4MoUwJcythI6ooQ5NWyYTgLr+8SlrnVdepurcXlbqTx1GEYziBM3DhEupwAw1oAoNHeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtBasfOYI/sD6/AGpl5Ll</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qxFtYbIah/ARECSMxbZCY7ei47o=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQyCp7ArgrkIAS8eI5gHJGuYncwmQ2YfzPQqYc2nePGgiFe/xJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+YkUGh3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwpeNUMd5ksYxVx6eaSxHxJgqUvJMoTkNf8rY/vp757QeutIijO5wk3AvpMBKBYBSN1LfLPRxxpOSK1Mh9jwnF+nbFqTpzkFXi5qQCORp9+6s3iFka8giZpFp3XSdBL6MKBZN8WuqlmieUjemQdw2NaMi1l81Pn5JTowxIECtTEZK5+nsio6HWk9A3nSHFkV72ZuJ/XjfFoOZlIkpS5BFbLApSSTAmsxzIQCjOUE4MoUwJcythI6ooQ5NWyYTgLr+8SlrnVdepurcXlbqTx1GEYziBM3DhEupwAw1oAoNHeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtBasfOYI/sD6/AGpl5Ll</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qxFtYbIah/ARECSMxbZCY7ei47o=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQyCp7ArgrkIAS8eI5gHJGuYncwmQ2YfzPQqYc2nePGgiFe/xJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+YkUGh3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwpeNUMd5ksYxVx6eaSxHxJgqUvJMoTkNf8rY/vp757QeutIijO5wk3AvpMBKBYBSN1LfLPRxxpOSK1Mh9jwnF+nbFqTpzkFXi5qQCORp9+6s3iFka8giZpFp3XSdBL6MKBZN8WuqlmieUjemQdw2NaMi1l81Pn5JTowxIECtTEZK5+nsio6HWk9A3nSHFkV72ZuJ/XjfFoOZlIkpS5BFbLApSSTAmsxzIQCjOUE4MoUwJcythI6ooQ5NWyYTgLr+8SlrnVdepurcXlbqTx1GEYziBM3DhEupwAw1oAoNHeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtBasfOYI/sD6/AGpl5Ll</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qxFtYbIah/ARECSMxbZCY7ei47o=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfGz16GQyCp7ArgrkIAS8eI5gHJGuYncwmQ2YfzPQqYc2nePGgiFe/xJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+YkUGh3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwpeNUMd5ksYxVx6eaSxHxJgqUvJMoTkNf8rY/vp757QeutIijO5wk3AvpMBKBYBSN1LfLPRxxpOSK1Mh9jwnF+nbFqTpzkFXi5qQCORp9+6s3iFka8giZpFp3XSdBL6MKBZN8WuqlmieUjemQdw2NaMi1l81Pn5JTowxIECtTEZK5+nsio6HWk9A3nSHFkV72ZuJ/XjfFoOZlIkpS5BFbLApSSTAmsxzIQCjOUE4MoUwJcythI6ooQ5NWyYTgLr+8SlrnVdepurcXlbqTx1GEYziBM3DhEupwAw1oAoNHeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtBasfOYI/sD6/AGpl5Ll</latexit>
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Figure 2.4: Inter-particle forces inferred with GEM superimposed on difference
of principal stresses σ1 − σ2 at different values of shear angle θ for (a)-(c) the
arbitrarily-shaped and (d)-(f) circular-shaped assemblies.

to the boundary as the following:

Fkl = −σθ · nkl Skl (2.8)

Where σθ is the 2 × 2 stress tensor for the granular assembly at a shear angle θ,
nkl and Skl are respectively the normal and cross-section area of each confining
bar with kl = AD,DC or BC. By force equilibrium we can solve for FA, FB and
Fh, all of which cannot be measured in our experiments (see Appendix B). In our
implementation, we choose to take (|FA | − |FB |)sinθ as an input in addition to FN

and θ, and compute the vertical dilation ratio ε θ = (hθ − h0)/h0 × 100% by moving
DC vertically based on the force equilibrium in the y direction, where hθ and h0 are
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.5: Experimental configuration and the one-to-one computational configu-
ration. (a)(c): Initial configuration of the setup, (b)(d): corresponding 2D simulation
setup for cylindrical particle case and arbitrarily shaped particle case; every simu-
lated particle has a one-to-one correspondence to the one used in the experiment -
same initial configuration, size, shape and density.
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Figure 2.6: Free body force diagram of the boundary frame “AD-DC-CB". FA, FB
and Fh are not directly measured from experiment.

FN
Input θ

(|FA | − |FB |)sinθ
Output ε θ =

(hθ−h0)
h0
× 100%

Table 2.1: Simulation input and output of interest.

respectively the heights of the arm DC at a given shear angle θ and at θ = 0. Table
2.1 shows the input quantities and also the output quantities of interest.

Contact between cylinders with parallel axes

In section two we presented the general contact model for our LS-DEM implemen-
tation. In this section we discuss the specific expression for each parameter such
as kn. In our experimental setup, for case one each contact takes place between
two cylinders with parallel axes, we use the following applicable Hertzian contact
theory that allows us to express the contact force Fc in the following way [91]:

Fc =
π

4
E∗Lδ (2.9)
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where E∗ is the effective modulus and can be determined via 1/E∗ = (1− ν21 )/E1 +

(1 − ν22 )/E2 with ν1, ν2, E1, E2 being the Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus of the
two contact cylinder respectively, L is the cylinder length, and δ is the indentation
depth. Approximating δ by d, we accordingly determine the normal contact stiffness
by:

kn =
π

4
E∗L, (2.10)

This model holds for contact between a cylinder and a flat surface by treating the
flat surface as a cylinder with infinite radius. We assume that such model also holds
for contact between two arbitrarily shaped particles with parallel axes. In DEM,
common practice is to take kt = βkn with 0.5 ≤ β ≤ 1 [34, 62, 63, 108]. However,
it is found that simulation results are not sensitive to the particular value of β [108],
we therefore keep the same ratio as in [63] by taking β = 0.9. In this way, all
parameters of the contact model can be physically defined and directly determined
from experimental measurements.

Parameter determination

To this point, all other parameters (kn, β, µs) are introduced except two: global
damping ξ and time step ∆t, both of which are closely tied to the implemented
time integration scheme in LS-DEM. In our study, for 2D we rewrite the equations
of motion considering damping and use the centered finite difference integration
scheme proposed in [70] for numerical integration:

mir̈i + ξmivi = fi, (2.11)

Iiα̈i + ξ Iiωi = Ti, (2.12)

vn+1/2
i =

1
1 + ξ∆t/2

[
(1 − ξ∆t/2)vn−1/2

i +
∆t
mi
fi

]
, (2.13)

ωn+1/2
i =

1
1 + ξ∆t/2

[
(1 − ξ∆t/2)ωn−1/2

i +
∆t
Ii

Ti

]
, (2.14)

rn+1
i = rn

i + ∆tvn+1/2
i , (2.15)

αn+1
i = αn

i + ∆tωn+1/2
i , (2.16)

where vn+1/2
i , vn−1/2

i , αn+1
i and αn

i are, respectively, the velocities and rotational
positions of particle i at different discretized time step. The global damping ξ has
a unit of inverse of time and dissipates the kinetic energy of each particle as if it is
immersed in viscous fluid. We note that simulations are carried out in a loading rate
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faster than that imposed in experiment since it is computationally very expensive
to use the real quasi-static loading rate. Accordingly, the introduction of ξ allows
us to maintain quasi-static numerically by quickly dissipating kinetic energy, and
helps with accounting for the dissipative frictional force between particles and the
underlying glass plate that is not directly modeled in our simulation. We set ∆t to be
a small fraction of ttol to maintain numerical stability, where ttol is the characteristic
binary collision time between two particles [72]. Now the complete parameter space
of our LS-DEM model is

℘ =
[
kn, β, µs, ∆t, ξ

]
(2.17)

In this parameter space, ∆t and β are determined based on common DEM compu-
tation practice. We also know the contact stiffness between the 3D-printed particles
from themeasuredYoung’smodulus andPoisson’s ratio (see the experiment section).
For the associated friction coefficient, we consult [53] where a similar rubber-like
material is used for particle fabrication, and a value of 0.6 is used. We adjust 0.6
to 0.5 such that the stress component σy,θ under uniaxial compression before shear
is applied (θ = 0), matches the applied compression force FN on the confining bar
(properly scaled by the cross section of the confining bar). Here σy,θ is computed
from the Christofferson equation using the inter-particle forces inferred by GEM.
With these four parameters being constrained, the actual parameter space reduce to
just ξ.

We note here that, since the PTFE particles are not considered for forces computation
in the experiments, the associated friction coefficient and elastic properties are not
measured. We set the friction coefficient between PTFE cylinders and that between
PTFE cylinder and aluminum boundary bar both to be 0.1, elastic modulus to be
0.5 GPa and Poisson’s ratio to be 0.46 based on [42]. As the 3D-printed particles
has much rougher surface than those of the PTFE particles, we set the associated
friction coefficient between them to be 0.5 as well. Table 2.2 and 2.3 show values
of relevant parameters used in our simulation, where ξ1 and ξ2 are the damping
parameters determined for cylindrical particle case and arbitrarily shaped particle
case respectively. Again, we note that all modeling parameters except ξ are kept
as the same for both cases and are consistent with our experimental measurements.
While the damping parameter ξ can not be measured experimentally, the determined
ξ1 and ξ2 are consistent with those estimated from a structural dynamics perspective
[31]: for each particle in the system, we may simplify its interaction with all
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Material properties Boundary(Aluminum) PTFE cylinders 3D-printed particles
Young’s modulus E (GPa) 72 0.5 0.0635
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.33 0.46 0.5
Density ρ (kg/m3) 2700 1471 961

Table 2.2: Experimentally measured material properties.

Parameters Value
L (m) 0.02
µs (between boundary and PTFE cylinder) 0.1
µs (between PTFE cylinders) 0.1
µs (between PTFE cylinder and 3D-printed particle) 0.5
µs (between 3D-printed particles) 0.5
∆t (s) 10−5
β 0.9
ξ1 (s−1) [calibrated] 1.7 × 104
ξ2 (s−1) [calibrated] 1.1 × 104

Table 2.3: Other model input parameters.

other surrounding particles effectively as a linear spring-dashpot system (LSD) with
corresponding stiffness ke f f ∼ kn and damping ξe f f ∼

√
ke f f /m, where kn and m

are the contact stiffness and mass of the considered particle. Since most particles
in experiments are 3D printed, we estimate ke f f by considering the elastic property
(shown in Table 2.2) of such materials, and compute the average mass of all 3D-
printed particles, which together for both cases gives ξ ∼ 104 − in close proximity
to the determined ξ1 and ξ2. We further note that due to the fact that the particle
mass distribution of each experiment case is different, we expect slight discrepancies
between ξ1 and ξ2.

Comparison between LS-DEM simulation and experimental results
In this section we show the comparison between the LS-DEM simulation and ex-
periment results on both the macro-scale and the inter-particle force level scale.

Macro-scale mechanical response

LS-DEM has already been shown to be able to capture the macro-scale deformation
and shear-banding of real sand subjected to triaxial loading [63]. Therefore, our
study serves as another evaluation of the ability of LS-DEM of capturing the macro-
scale responsewith additional results on the grain scale. Asmentioned before, on the
macro-scale we compare two quantities: the vertical dilation ratio ε θ = hθ−h0

h0
×100%
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and the average stress σθ at a given shear angle θ computed according to Eqn. 2.7.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the comparisons for ε θ and the three stress components
of σθ: σx,θ, σy,θ and τθ for both experimental cases. Our model correctly captures
not only the evolution of all three stress components with increasing θ but also the
vertical dilation ratio evolution, see Figures 2.7 and 2.8. For the arbitrarily shaped
particle experiment, for ε θ we notice that although our model shows an earlier
dilation than that from experiment, it is able to capture the overall trend and both
the maximum compaction and the maximum dilation ratio at the right amount and
under the right shear angle θ (Figure 2.8). Our results demonstrate that by using
a suitable contact model, LS-DEM is able to quantitatively capture the macro-scale
response of granular material with all model parameters (except the global damping
ξ) being directly determined experimentally without any calibration.

Particle-scale force response

In this section, we go one scale downward and for the first time make comparison
between experiment and simulation at the inter-particle force level. We note that,
the simulations use the same physical parameters (µs, ν, E and ρ, see Table. 2
and 3) as in the experiments. In our particular cases, we are unable to make one-
to-one comparisons of kinematics and even worse kinetics at the particle level, as
the particle systems are chaotic – small perturbations can create large differences.
Additionally, a given contact point is sporadic and cannot be traced in time. As
such, in terms of the inter-particle forces, we present qualitative and statistical
comparisons. First, in terms of qualitative comparisons, Fig.2.9 show the spatial
distribution of inter-particle forces for both cases in experiments and simulations at
four different shear angles θ = 0.2◦, 4.4◦, 8.0◦and 13.9◦. It can be observed that even
though the exact spatial locations of large force chains are not the same between
experiments and simulations, our simulations can capture the overall evolution of
force network qualitatively. One step further, in terms of statistical comparisons,
we compare inter-particle forces in terms of their distribution; specifically, the polar
diagram of contact force magnitude |f c |, the polar diagram of friction mobilization
η =

|f c
t |
|f c

n |
, and the polar histogram of contact orientation defined as the direction of

f c
n (f c

n is defined as the normal component of f c). Figures 2.10 (for cylindrical
particle case) and 2.11 (for arbitrarily shaped particle case) show the results of |f c |,
η and contact orientation from simulation and experiment at the same four shear
angles. For all three quantities, simulations show both qualitative and quantitative
agreement with experiments. In particular, in terms of the polar diagram of contact
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Figure 2.7: Vertical dilation ε θ and stress σθ response as the shear angle θ increases
computed from experiment and simulation for the cylindrical particle case.
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Figure 2.8: Vertical dilation ε θ and stress σθ response as the shear angle θ increases
computed from experiment and simulation for the arbitrarily shaped particle case.
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force and polar histogram of contact normal, our model successfully captures:
(i) their rotation as the shear angle θ increases, and (ii) larger contact forces are
less mobilized than smaller ones (Figure 2.10(e)(h)(k), Figure 2.11(e)(h)(k)). We
observe that, especially for the case of cylindrical particles, however, simulations
slightly underestimate the magnitude of friction mobilization η. A possible reason
could be that due to manufacturing errors, the 3D printed spherical particles may
show slight deviation from perfect disks which are however implemented in our
simulation. This explanation is consistent with the result that the arbitrarily shaped
particle case shows higher friction mobilization than the spherical shaped particle
case.

Figure 2.9: The spatial distribution of inter-particle forces measured from experi-
ments (red) and computed from simulations (blue) for both cases. All forces are
shown under then same scale for a clear comparison.
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Figure 2.10: Particle scale response represented by the polar diagramof contact force
magnitude f c, the polar diagram of friction mobilization η =
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t
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n

����, and the polar
histogram of contact normal at four different shear angle: θ = 0.2◦ (a)-(c), θ = 4.4◦
(d)-(f), θ = 8.0◦ (g)-(i), and θ = 13.9◦ (j)-(l) from experiment and simulation for
cylindrical particle case.
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Figure 2.11: Particle scale response represented by the polar diagramof contact force
magnitude f c, the polar diagram of friction mobilization η =
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����, and the polar
histogram of contact normal at four different shear angle: θ = 0.2◦ (a)-(c), θ = 4.4◦
(d)-(f),θ = 8.0◦ (g)-(i), and θ = 13.9◦ (j)-(l) from experiment and simulation for
arbitrarily-shaped particle case.
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2.4 Conclusions and future outlook
This study for the first time presents systematic analysis that evaluates the ability
of LS-DEM on predicting particle scale response of granular material beyond the
macro-scale, and beyond simple particle shape. Our contribution can be summarized
as follows:

• We show that by using the suitable contact model, LS-DEM is able to cap-
ture quantitatively the macro-scale mechanical response of granular material
measured from experiments, with all model parameters being physically well-
defined and directly measured from experiments (except damping).

• We for the first time perform systematic comparison between simulation and
experiment results at the particle scale. We show that LS-DEM simulations,
with all model parameters being consistent with experimental measurements,
can quantitatively predict the inter-particle force distribution among particles
with various shape.

Our study also opens the door for several valuable future investigations. For in-
stance, is it possible to directly determine the global damping ξ from experimental
measurements? In our current implementation ξ is computed based on the average
mass of the system and is held constant for each particle− this turns out to be a rather
good approximation for our case since all particles have similar mass; however, this
may be problematic for system with high poly-dispersity. It may be beneficial to
consider particle scale damping that is commonly used for highly dynamical situa-
tions such as granular flow [34, 108], where the particle scale damping between two
particles in contact is determined by the mass of the two particles, the coefficient of
restitution e and the contact stiffness kn. Investigations along this direction remains
a topic for the future.

To conclude, by systematically comparing experiment and numerical simulation
results at both macro and particle scales, we show the versatility and potential of
LS-DEM in studying the physics and mechanics of granular materials. We also
present several valuable future investigations on LS-DEM with the goal of multi-
scale predictability. Along this direction, LS-DEM opens an avenue to efficiently
study the inter-play between particle shape and inter-particle force distributionwhich
remains vital in understanding not only many natural phenomena such as booming
sand dunes [51], but also engineering granular particles for novel properties [82].
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C h a p t e r 3

IDENTIFYING SPATIAL TRANSITIONS IN HETEROGENEOUS
GRANULAR FLOW

Liuchi Li and José E. Andrade (2020). “Identifying spatial transitions in heteroge-
neous granular flow.” In: Granular Matter. In press. ISSN: 1434-7636.

Abstract
It is well known that heterogeneous granular flows exhibit collisional, dense, and
creep regimes that can coexist in space. How to correctly predict and control such
complex phenomena has many implications in both mitigation of natural hazards
and optimization of industrial processes. However, it still remains a challenge to
establish a predictive granular rheology model due to the lack of understanding of
the internal structure variation across different regimes and its interaction with the
boundary. In this work, we use DEM simulations to investigate the internal structure
of heterogeneous granular flow developed at the center of rotating drum systems.
By systematically varying the side wall conditions, we are able to generate various
heterogeneous flow fields under different levels of boundary effects. Our extensive
simulation results reveal a highly relevant micro-structural quantity δθ = |θc − θ f |,
where θc and θ f are the preferred direction of inter-particle contacts and the preferred
direction of inter-particle force transmissions, respectively. We show that δθ can
characterize the internal structure of granular flow in collisional, dense, and creep
regimes, and its variation can identify the transition between them. In particular, in
dense and collisional regimes, the classical rheological relation between bulk friction
µ and inertia number I holds, while in the creep regime, such relation breaks down
and µ instead depends on δθ. Our findings hold for all investigated flow fields
regardless of the level of boundary effect imposed, and regardless of the amount
of shear experienced. δθ thus provides a unified micro-structural characterization
for heterogeneous granular flow in different regimes, and lays the foundation of
establishing microstructure-informed granular rheology models.

3.1 Introduction
Granular materials, collections of solid frictional grains with size greater than one
micrometer, are ubiquitous on earth. The existence of static friction, negligible
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thermal effect and inelastic particle collision lead to their distinct ability of behaving
like solids, liquids or gases [56]. In particular, when behaving like liquids, it has
been observed that, both experimentally and numerically in various geometries
[16, 17, 28, 66, 81], they often depart fromhomogeneous flow and exhibit co-existing
regimes [43] that range from collisional to dense to creep flow. How to model and
further control such feature of co-existing regimes has been of major research
interest over the past decades because it would benefit not only the mitigation of
natural hazards such as snow avalanches, but the optimization of industrial processes
such as silo discharge.

Based on the seminal µ(I) constitutive relation [34, 60, 78], and the observations of
granular cluster formation [15, 17, 80, 86, 110], several models have been proposed
that could capture experimental observations by incorporating the concept of spatial
correlation (giving rise to the so-called “non-local” rheology models) [20, 61, 94].
Here µ = τ/P is the bulk friction with τ the shear stress and P the pressure;
I = γ̇d̄

√
ρs/P is called the inertial number with γ̇ the shear rate, d̄ the (mean)

particle diameter and ρs the material density (see [34, 60] for details). Despite these
theoretical advances, however, non-local effects are furnished into the µ(I) rheology
by invoking phenomenological arguments that are still under debate [21, 35, 106].
The challenge lies in resolving the following three issues. First, in order to be valid,
these models require stationary flow to further become steady (large amount of shear
deformation), excluding their applicability to geometries containing flowing layers
that are only stationary [32], such as creep flow in a rotation drum [100], in a silo
[28] or over a heap [39, 66]. Second, the effects of boundary conditions on non-local
phenomena are poorly understood - non-local phenomena can happen either with
or without the presence of boundaries. For example, in “Kolmogorov flow" non-
local phenomena manifest with periodic boundary conditions [106], while in planar
shear flow [79] without stress gradient, non-local phenomena [8] can be triggered
by the presence of rigid side walls. Lastly, it still remains unclear when and where
non-local phenomena become significant. Resolving these three issues requires a
fundamental understanding of (1) the internal structure variation of granular flow in
collisional, dense and creep regimes, and (2) the dependence of internal structure
variation on the amount of shear experienced and on boundary conditions. Onlywith
such an understanding can we move forward to investigate the physical mechanism
of non-locality, and eventually establish granular rheology models with a unified
underlying mechanism.
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To achieve such an understanding on the internal structure variation and its depen-
dence on the amount of shear experienced and on boundary conditions, one will
need to carefully choose a geometry that satisfies the following three requirements:
(1) it should develop flow residing in all three regimes allowing non-local phenom-
ena to arise at certain locations, (2) in the creep regime, it should produce flow to
be either just stationary or further steady, and (3) it should allow flexible control
over boundary effects [59, 90]. In light of this, we choose to investigate 3D flow
developed at the center of rotating drums with a large enough radius (D/d̄ > 100
[36]): we can produce spatially heterogeneous flow with stationary and steady creep
flow layers coexisting in space, and further, we can adjust the levels of imposed
boundary effects by systematically varying the drum configurations (drum width
and side wall friction). In particular, heterogeneous flow free of boundary effect is
achievable numerically by using periodic side walls. In this work, we for now focus
our attention on nearly mono-disperse, (quasi)spherical and rigid particles. We first
perform experimental measurements on the dynamics of glass beads flowing in a
rotating drum, we then use these measurements to calibrate and validate our DEM
model, and we lastly use this DEM model to probe various flow fields, by both
changing the rotating speeds and the drum configurations. Despite having only
studied one geometry, the obtained flow fields are general enough to be comparable
to those produced under other geometries.

We propose a micro-structural quantity called δθ = |θc − θ f |, which we can define
as the overall misalignment between the preferred direction of contacts (θc) and
the main direction of inter-particle force transmissions (θ f ). We show that (1)
δθ naturally identifies the spatial transition between collisional, dense, and creep
regimes, and (2) µ depends on δθ instead of I in the creep regime where the one-to-
one µ(I) relation breaks down. These findings hold regardless of the studied rotating
speeds and drum configurations (with or without boundary effects), and hold in the
creep regime regardless of the amount of shear experienced. Accordingly, our
findings are not only applicable to similar geometries (such as heap flows [39, 66])
where shear deformation can be largely absent, but relevant to other geometries
(such as planar flows with gravity [121]) where steady creep flow occurs and is
believed to be triggered by steady state non-local effects. Our results suggest that
the misalignment between θc and θ f in the creep regime can be caused by either (1)
steady-state non-local effects or (2) lack of shear deformation. Further investigations
to distinguish or to find connections between the two will be helpful in establishing
microstructure-informed granular rheology models.
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Figure 3.1: Simulation setup with the region of interest. From left to right: sim-
ulation setup in accordance with the drum used in the experiments (front plane
not shown); region at the drum center for data extraction; (weakly) poly-disperse
spheres with their computed radical Voronoi diagram that is used to compute the
volume fraction φ.

3.2 Experiments
We half-fill a drum with quasi-spherical soda lime glass beads with density ρs =

2450 kg/m3, roundness ≥ 95%, and particle diameter d = 1 ∼ 1.25mm. The drum
has inner diameter D = 277mm ' 246d̄ and inner width W0 = 25mm ' 22d̄,
where d̄ = 1.125mm. The front-side of the drum is bounded by a transparent
circular glass plate allowing for optical measurement, while the rear-side and inner-
cylinder walls have glass beads glued to them (accordingly the effective drum width
isW ' 21d̄). Different rotation speedsω can be imposed in the experiments, ranging
from 0.21◦/s to 11.23◦/s. In this work we consider three different rotation speeds:
ω = 2.59◦/s, 5.73◦/s and 11.23◦/s. For each considered rotation speed, after 20
rotations, we take images via a high-speed camera (Phantom V310, fps = 1000
with image size 288 px × 288 px) throughout a time window of 10 s, and measure
the dynamical angle of repose and down-stream velocity near the glass plate at the
center of the drum. For information on how these measurements are performed, see
Appendix C. The measured dynamical angle of repose and down-stream velocity
are used to calibrate and validate our numerical model.

3.3 Discrete-element-method (DEM) simulations
WeuseDEM[33] implemented in the open-source codeLIGGGHTS [65] to perform
simulations, approximating glass beads by spheres that interact through Hookean
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contact law with Coulomb friction. Initially we consider a drum to share the same
dimensions as the one used in the experiments – the cylindrical wall and rear-side
wall are made of spheres, and the front-side wall is treated as a flat plane, see Fig.3.1.
Assuming the diameter following a Gaussian distribution d ∼ N (1.125, 0.042), we
sample spheres used as walls (Nrear = 61132, Ncylinder = 20832), and as granular
medium (Np = 529272). We have also tried a uniform distribution from 1 mm to
1.25 mm, and we found that the results are insensitive to the chosen distribution
regarding the particle diameter range considered in our study. The diameter range
d = 1 ∼ 1.25mm is ensured by rejecting over and under-sized spheres. We
calibrate and validate our model for flows developed at the drum center based on the
aforementioned drum experiments (see Appendix A for details). The determined
value for each model parameter is: the normal stiffness kn = 2 × 105m̄g/d̄ with
m̄ the mean particle mass and g the gravitational constant, the tangential stiffness
kt = 2/7kn, the coefficient of restitution e = 0.82 [accordingly the normal damping
γn = −2lne

√
m̄kn/(π2 + ln2e)], the tangential damping γt = 0, and the surface

friction coefficient µp = 0.4with a rolling friction µr = 0.03. The friction coefficient
between spheres and the front-side wall is also 0.4 with no rolling friction. The
integration time step ∆t = tc/10 [18], where tc is the binary collision time. Since
the determined combination of values for these model parameters may not be unique
depending on the specific calibration-validation procedure, we do not rule out the
possible existence of other combinations.

Based on the validated model, we perform two additional simulations with ω =
33.69◦/s and 67.38◦/s. Taking advantage of this novel asymmetrical side wall setup
(one bumpy one flat) [4, 22, 60, 102], in order to include more flow conditions,
we further consider different drum configurations by either varying its width or
varying simultaneously the surface friction coefficient associated with the wall
spheres and the front plane (hereafter we term both as the wall friction), with no
change to the rolling friction. Specifically, we consider six different types of drum
configurations: in four of them the wall friction is varied (first row in Table 3.1),
while in the remaining two, the effective drum width is varied (second and third
row in Table 3.1). For each drum configuration, we consider five different rotation
speeds: ω = 2.59◦/s, 5.73◦/s, 11.23◦/s, 33.69◦/s, and 67.38◦/s. Accordingly, we
consider in total 30 different flow fields which have Froude number on the order of
10−5 ∼ 10−2. For these additionally performed simulations, even though we have
not directly validated them against experiments, the simulated macro-scale flow
responses are consistent with relevant studies. For instance, stronger side wall effect
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can lead to higher dynamical angle of repose [114, 115]. We use these simulation
results to investigate both the macro-scale rheological responses and the micro-scale
internal structure variations under different flow conditions.

W0 (mm) W/d̄ Wall friction

25 21 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
24 ∞ — (periodic)
12 10 0.4

Table 3.1: Considered drum configurations in our simulations. For the periodic
case, the cylindrical wall friction remains 0.4. Every configuration operates under
five different rotation speedsω = 2.59◦/s, 5.73◦/s, 11.23◦/s, 33.69◦/s and 67.38◦/s.

For each simulation, after the flow becomes stationary, we output data for analysis.
We choose the reference frame to be located at the drum center and to rotate with
the drum, with the y (z) axis being parallel (perpendicular) to the local free surface
(Fig.3.1). Note that while the local free surface remains flat, the whole surface
profile can show an “S-shape" [115], see Appendix C. We consider flow at the drum
center where the local surface remains flat for easy data extraction, and where the
cylindrical wall effect is negligible [36] (we have D/d̄ > 100). In particular, as
briefly mentioned in the introduction section, flow produced at the drum center can
be essentially free of boundary effects once we set the side walls to be periodic. We
first create a set of grid points (red crosses in Fig.3.1) at the drum center (y = 0)
that are equally-spaced by d̄ in both the x and z directions: along the x direction,
they span from x = −8d̄ to x = 9d̄ (W/d̄ ' 21) and from x = −3d̄ to x = 4d̄

(W/d̄ ' 10); along the z direction they cover a depth down to 100d̄. We then
consider a box (Ly = 20d̄, Lx = Lz = 2d̄) centered at y = 0 , aligned with the
y direction, surrounding each grid point to extract data. Some relevant fields are
(i) the velocity vi, (ii) the shear rate γ̇i j = (vi, j + v j,i)/2 (neglecting ∂yvi), together
with the deviatoric part γ̇d

i j = γ̇i j − γ̇kkδi j/3 and |γ̇d | =
√
2γ̇d

i j γ̇
d
i j , (iii) the Cauchy

stress σi j =
∑

c f c
i `

c
j/V [29] together with P = −σkk/3, si j = σi j + Pδi j and

τ =
√

si j si j/2, where V is the volume of every box and the summation is taken
over all the contacts c with contact force f c and branch vector `c connecting the
centroids of contacting particles, and (iv) the volume fraction φ by computing the
radical Voronoi diagram using the open-source code Voro++[105]. We confirm that
(1) these quantities are insensitive to grid translation (either y = −5d or y = 5d),
box size (Lx = Lz = d̄ or 3d̄) and grid spacing (50% or no overlap between boxes),
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Figure 3.2: Macro-scale rheological responses. (a) Effective friction µ and (b)
volume fraction φ as a function of I.

(2) kinematical contribution to the stress tensor is negligible [8, 34, 100, 121] and
(3) results computed using either γ̇ or γ̇d are essentially identical and we use γ̇d

throughout. Note that the values of all fields mentioned hereafter are the temporal
average of instantaneous ones computed via spatial coarse-graining within each box.
Lastly, hereafter in all figures, quantities are shown as drum-width-averaged values,
with error bars representing the variation across drum width.
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3.4 Simulation results and discussions
Rheological response
We first perform macroscopic observations following the µ(I) rheology [34, 60]:
Figs.3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show, respectively, the φ − I and µ − I relationships. The
one-to-one relation between φ and I holds reasonably well, except for cases with
W/d̄ ' 10, which can be attributed to stronger wall friction effects [25]. For all cases
considered, the slow decrease of φ as I increases suggests the weak compressibility
of steady dense granular flows [60, 67]. In contrast, a one-to-one relation between µ
and I holds globally, until I decreases to a certain Ith threshold. For locations with
I ≤ Ith, this one-to-one relation no longer holds globally but rather depends on both
drum configuration and rotation speed. The threshold value of Ith varies on a case by
case basis, but roughly resides in the range of 10−3 ∼ 10−2, as shown in Fig.3.2(b).
As we shall see later, as long as I > Ith, all µ − I data can actually be described
by the µ − I frictional law [34, 60]. Additionally, we find that more frictional
walls and narrower drums, tend to break the typically-observed co-directionality
between s and γ̇d (see Appendix C). Hence, the rheological effect of side wall
friction can be summarized as (1) when I > Ith, it leads to the break down of the
co-directionality between s and γ̇d (this could explain the deviation of predicted
velocity from experimental measurements reported in [60]), and (2) when I ≤ Ith, it
not only intensifies the lack of co-directionality effect, but also signifies the departure
from the one-to-one µ− I relationship. We have tried to explain the aforementioned
observations using several existing non-local models [20, 45, 121], but unfortunately
have not hadmuch success (see Appendix C). Clearly, these observations necessitate
a deeper fundamental understanding of the spatial transition marked by Ith.

Microstructures and spatial transitions
Based on our observations of the rheological response, we perform particle-scale
investigations to characterize the micro-structure of the flow. In principle, we
are trying to find certain micro-structural quantities whose variations against I (1)
exhibit a clear transition as crossing Ith and identify the location zth corresponding
to Ith, and (2) correlate with the macro-scale rheological response: when I > Ith the
spatial variations are free of drum configuration effects and rotation speed effects,
while as soon as I ≤ Ith they become both drum-configuration-dependent and
rotation-speed-dependent.

We propose a micro-structural quantity δθ = |θc − θ f | (see Appendix C.4 for
additional results), where θc and θ f are, respectively, the major principle direction
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of the “fabric" tensor (χc) and that of the “force-transmission" tensor (χ f ):

χc
i j = 〈n

c
i nc

j 〉, χ
f
i j =

1
〈| f |〉

〈| f |nc
i nc

j 〉, (3.1)

where “〈·〉" denotes the average over all contacts, nc is the contact normal which co-
incideswith the branch vector direction for contact between spheres, | f | =

√
f 2n + f 2t

is the associated contact force magnitude with fn the normal component and f t the
tangential (frictional) component. Compared to χc, χ f is a biased average in the
sense that each contact is weighted by the magnitude of the force it carries. Math-
ematically, δθ has range [0, 90◦]. Physically, for dense particle packings, θc and θ f

reflect, respectively, the geometrical configuration of the packing and the direction
of force chains. For every simulation, we find that the variation of δθ as a function
of depth follows the same trend that can be described with four different layers -
Fig.3.3 showcases the variation of δθ against normalized depth with ω = 33.69◦/s
under respectively, W/d̄ = ∞ with periodic side wall condition (lower panel of
Fig.3.3(a)), and W/d̄ ' 21 with wall friction 0.4 (lower panel of Fig.3.3(b)): the
first layer, from near the free surface until a critical depth z1, shows a decrease in
δθ. Next, a second layer that goes until a critical depth z2 and where δθ remains
constant. This is followed by a third layer extending to a critical depth z3 where δθ
increases, and finally a fourth layer where δθ slowly relaxes. As we shall show later,
this spatial variation of δθ can be used to identify different flow regimes. For depths
z > z3, where δθ ceases to increase but instead slowly relaxes along depth, we find
that the particle motions are highly intermittent and therefore can not be considered
as stationary. We regard these regions as “static” and do not attempt to model them,
considering particle motions on the basis of the random void creation process [66].

Although the values of z1 and z2 differ from case to case, we find that z1 corresponds
to the universal I ' 0.1 (Fig.3.4(a)); z2 coincides with zth (Fig.3.4(b)), and δθ ' 10◦

for z1 ≤ z ≤ z2 (Figs.3.4(a) and 3.4(b)), where zth is defined as the end point of
the widely-observed exponential velocity profile [16, 100]. (See the upper panel of
both Figs.3.3(a) and (b) where the black solid lines indicate exponential fit; also see
Appendix B.5 for why drum-width-averaged profiles suffice to determine zth.)

We first consider the regime where z ≤ z2. The identified universal value I ' 0.1
[8] at z = z1 is critical since it signifies the transition from collisional flow (z ≤ z1),
where particles interact majorly through short-lived binary collisions, to dense flow
(z1 < z ≤ z2), where particles interact mostly through percolating contact network.
Specifically, we observe that in the dense flow region, δθ remains constant and
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(b)

Figure 3.3: The spatial variation of velocity, δθ and |γ̇d |/2Ω. (a) Under W/d̄ = ∞

with periodic side wall condition, the spatial variation of |v |/
√
gd̄ (data in red at

upper panel, with black solid lines indicating the exponential fit), of δθ (data in blue
at lower panel, with error bars indicating its typical variation across drum width in
both dense and creep regime), and of |γ̇d |/2Ω (data in green at lower panel) against
normalized depth z/d̄. (b) Same plots but under W/d̄ ' 21 with wall friction 0.4.
We define a flow thickness (hf) starting from the free surface (zsurf) to the end point
of dense regime (z2).
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Figure 3.4: The variations of δθ for all cases considered. (a) Variation of δθ against
inertia number I for all cases from z ≤ z3. (b) Variation of δθ against depth z
(normalized by zth and d̄) from z ≤ z3. (c) Spatial variation (along both x and
z) of δθ for all cases under ω = 33.69◦/s; from left to right: frictional side walls
(W/d̄ ' 10) with wall friction of 0.4, periodic side walls, and frictional side walls
(W/d̄ ' 21) with wall friction of respectively 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8.
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small everywhere (Fig.3.4(c)), even near the side walls regardless of how frictional
they are, or whether they are bumpy or flat and how wide the drum is. In fact, the
observed θc and θ f being nearly co-directional has also previously been reported
in numerical studies of dense homogeneous planar flows [8]. Lastly, in this regime
the µ(I) rheology in its invariant form holds (Fig.3.5(a)): we can fit the µ − I

relation by both the linear [11, 34] and the non-linear formulation [60], although
some deviation is observed for the latter for I > 0.1. On a side note, in all our
simulations, within the collisional layer the highest inertia number value we are able
to compute is around 0.3, beyond which, given the size of our homogenization box
and our sampling frequency, the temporal average can not be properly defined since
particle interactions are largely absent in multiple snapshots. We thus define the
additional layer on top of the collisional layer as belonging to the dilute gas regime
(upper panel of Figs.3.3(a) and (b)). We note that this value 0.3 has previously been
identified as the point to transit into “fully collisional regime", where it has been
shown that, the portion of floating particle (particle with no contact) in the system,
goes beyond 0.6 [8]. In our study, we have consistent observation - looking at Fig.
A6(a), the mean coordination number drops to nearly zero as approaching the dilute
gas regime. Thus in the dilute gas regime (“fully collisional regime"), the µ(I)
rheological law no longer holds, and kinetic theory [46] becomes applicable.

We then consider the regime where z2 < z ≤ z3. As soon as z goes beyond z2,
δθ starts increasing and the µ − I relationship breaks down – it turns out that Ith
corresponds to the location z = z2 = zth, where themisalignment between χc and χ f

begins, right at the end point of the exponential velocity profile. Thus, we identify
this as the creep flow regime where µ has a one-to-one relation with δθ instead of I

(Fig.3.5(a)): µ is inversely proportional to δθ. From a micro-structural perspective,
and for weakly poly-disperse sphere packings, µ can bewell-approximated by adding
together the contact anisotropy (determined from the eigenvalues of χc) and the force
anisotropy (determined from the eigenvalues of χ f ) [8, 13]. Meanwhile, for a given
packing configuration, with known contact anisotropy of direction θc, the force
anisotropy is maximized if θ f equals θc [103]: the larger the deviation of θ f from
θc, the smaller the force anisotropy and accordingly the smaller the µ.

More importantly, we emphasize here that the dependence of µ on δθ, and the
increase of δθ in the creep regime hold regardless of the amount of shear experienced.
In order to see this, we use the local deformation |γ̇d |/2Ω to determine whether the
initial memory is gone (shear deformation is large enough). Similar to [32], as the
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Figure 3.5: The relation between µ, I and δθ and the variation of h f and Ith
against rotation speed. (a) One-to-one relation between µ and I in collisional
and dense regime, and that between µ and δθ in the creep regime. The µ − I
data can be fit by both the linear law (black solid line) µ = µs + bI with µs =

0.4148 ± 0.0017 and b = 0.8628 ± 0.0216, and the non-linear law (black dashed
line) µ = µ1 + (µ2 − µ1)/(1 + I0/I) with I0 = 0.279 (adapted from [60]), where
µ1 = 0.4089 ± 0.0023 and µ2 = 0.7643 ± 0.0107. Variation against rotation speed
of (b) flow thickness hf and (c) Ith at z = zth.
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drum is half filled and the flow is stationary, we consider the shear deformation to be
sufficient if |γ̇d |/2Ω > 1, in other words, particles have entered the surface avalanche
after half a drum rotation period and the initial packing memory is erased by the fast
surface flow. We have observed that for all rotation speeds considered, in the creep
regime, the presence of layers with local deformation being both greater than one
(termed as steady creep flow layer) and less than one (termed as stationary creep flow
layer). As an example, as showcased in Figs.3.3(a)(b), under ω = 33.69◦/s for two
different drum configurations (W/d̄ ' 21 with wall friction 0.4 and W/d̄ = ∞ with
periodic side walls), there is a layer (with thickness 3d̄ ∼ 5d̄) right after entering
the creep regime where the local deformation is larger than one. In these layers,
δθ is no longer constant, but rather increases with depth, and the one-to-one µ(I)
relation breaks down. Similar steady creep flow layers with large shear deformation
have also been observed in other geometries such as annular shear flow [67] and
planar shear flow with gravity [121], in which the break-down of the one-to-one
µ(I) relation is explained by steady-state non-local models. Following these steady
creep flow layers deeper into the bulk are the stationary creep flow layers where
the local deformation |γ̇d |/2Ω decreases to less than one. In these stationary creep
flow layers the values of δθ continue to increase with depth, and the values of µ
keep depending on the values of δθ. This result suggests that, the misalignment
of force chain direction and preferred contact direction can be caused by either (i)
steady-state non-local effect for steady creep flow or (ii) lack of shear deformation
for stationary creep flow. Further investigations need to be carried out to distinguish
or find connections between the two. For example, it will be helpful to adopt a
Lagrangian perspective, where we perform investigations by tracking the trajectory
of each particle and examining its correlation with the inter-particle force network.

Figs.3.5(b) and 3.5(c) show the variation of flow thickness hf = z2 − zsurface and
Ith against ω. We observe that the effective drum width W has a stronger effect
than side wall friction in changing hf. However its influence seems to decrease
as ω increases. The value of Ith can not be determined by a single constant as in
[45], but depends on the specific drum configuration and rotation speed. In general,
weaker boundary effect (larger effective drum width or smaller wall friction) and
smaller rotating speed lead to smaller values of Ith, in other words, weaker boundary
effect and smaller rotation speed can extend the applicability of the classical µ(I)
rheological relation to flows with smaller values of I. This observation is supported
by our results from cases with the effective drum width W being around 21d̄ under
different wall friction, and being infinite under periodic side walls. One way to
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rationalize this is to consider steady state non-local effect, where particles in the
creep flow layers may be “agitated" by particles in the fast flowing layers near the
free surface. The faster the particles flow in dense and collisional regime, the
larger the force fluctuations can they generate to “agitate" particles, presumably via
force chains, in the underlying creep regime. As the presence of side wall friction
and larger rotation speed can generate faster surface flow, the transition into creep
regime (where the µ(I) relation breaks down) can happen with a larger value of Ith.
However, for cases with W/d̄ ' 10 the dependence of Ith on drum configuration
and rotation speed becomes a bit more complicated. At smaller rotation speeds
(ω ≤ 5.73◦/s), we have consistent observations: the values of Ith are at least non-
decreasing with increasing rotation speeds, and are larger than those computed from
wider drums due to stronger boundary effects, whereas for larger rotation speeds
(ω ≥ 11.23◦/s), values of Ith start to decrease with increasing rotation speeds.
Further, at the highest rotation speed (ω = 67.38◦/s) the value of Ith decreases to be
even smaller than that computed from periodic side wall conditions. We attribute
this observation to the influence of effective wall friction [4] which becomes more
pronounced under larger rotation speeds, subsequently leading to a faster decay of
I along depth than those computed from wider drums. As a consequence, values of
I can decrease for an order of magnitude when crossing Ith, giving values of Ith that
decrease with increasing rotation speeds, and giving values of Ith that can become
smaller than those computed from wider drums.

3.5 Concluding remarks
We propose a micro-structural quantity called δθ whose spatial variation character-
izes the internal structure of granular flow in different regimes: (i) it recovers the
universal value I ' 0.1 that corresponds to the transition (z = z1) from collisional
regime to dense regime [8] and, more importantly, (ii) it identifies the boundary
(z = z2 = zth) between dense regime and creep regime with the value of δθ govern-
ing the variation of µ in the creep regime. The universal value I ' 0.1 and the both
drum-configuration-dependent and rotation-speed-dependent Ith are closely related
to the respective underlying particle interaction mechanisms: spatially uncorrelated
and short-lived binary collisions for I above 0.1 and spatially correlated and enduring
contact networks for I below Ith.

These findings hold regardless of studied rotating speeds and drum configurations
(with or without boundary effects), and hold in the creep regime regardless of the
amount of experienced shear deformation. Our findings are thus not only applicable
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to similar geometries (such as heap flows [66] and silo flows [28]) where shear
deformation can also be largely absent in the creep regime, but relevant to other
geometries (such as planar flows with gravity [121]) where steady creep flow with
large enough shear occurs and is believed to be triggered by steady-state non-local
effects. δθ thus provides a unified interpretation of the internal structure of granular
flow in all three regimes. In particular, in the creep regime, it suggests that the
misalignment between force chain direction and preferred contact direction can be
caused by either (i) steady-state non-local effect, or (ii) lack of shear deformation.
Further investigations to distinguish or to find connections between them, will be
helpful in establishing microstructure-informed granular rheology models with a
unified underlying mechanism.

In the future, we plan to extend our work to more realistic (and more compli-
cated) granular materials by gradually adding ingredients like shape [19, 50, 83],
deformability [35, 39], and polydispersity [26, 49] - these new ingredients may lead
to different interaction mechanism not only between particles, but also between
particles and boundaries [74].
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C h a p t e r 4

ARCHITECTURED GRANULAR SHEETS WITH ADAPTIVE
STIFFNESS

Yifan Wang∗, Liuchi Li∗, Douglas Hofmann, José E. Andrade, and Chiara Daraio
(2020). “Architectured granular sheets with adaptive stiffness.” In preparation.

Abstract
In most practical scenarios, the tunable mechanical properties (e.g. stiffness) of
granular systems are relatively easily accessible, making them ideal candidates
over many architected materials in applications such as soft robotics. However,
conventional granular-integrated mechanical systems are heavy and bulky, due to
large numbers of particles needed in order to provide desirable range of stiffness
tunability. The limitations aremajorly due to particles being solid and interacting via
non-cohesive forces. Here, we present (together with a prototype) a novel architected
textile material with interlocking granular particles. The mechanical properties of
the textile can be controlled through granular jamming transition, which makes it a
promising candidate for smart wearablematerials. We further explore themechanics
of jamming in these interlocked particles and obtain a power-law scaling relationship
between the mechanical moduli and average contact number per particle. This
scaling is valid for particles with different geometries, which provides guidelines
for designing particle geometry for improved textile stiffness at the jammed state.
We show that the textiles can also be formed into complex shapes to conform to
human bodies and prevent threats from impacting objects. The concept of granular
jamming explored in architected textiles is a scale-invariant physical phenomena,
therefore recent advances in additivemanufacturingmake it possible to scaling down
the textile thickness making it comparable to other wearable materials.
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Architected materials, also referred to as mechanical metamaterials, are materials
that derive their mechanical properties from both the selection of their constitutive
materials and their arrangement in geometrical structures. After fabrication, the
properties of most architected materials are fixed and cannot be tuned over time.
This limits their applications in areas where material adaptivity and tunability are
required, such as robotic applications. Solutions to tune themechanical properties of
materials and structures include the use of hydrogels that respond to temperature, pH,
light andwater content; shapememory alloys and polymers; liquid crystal elastomers
(LCEs) that respond to temperature and light; and magnetorheological (MR) and
electroactive polymers (EAPs). However, these materials are either mechanically
too soft for engineering applications (hydrogels), require large temperature changes
(LCEs), need re-programming at high temperatures (SMAs and SMPs), or require
strong electromagnetic fields (MRmaterials, EAPs), which are not easily accessible
in most practical scenarios.

Granular systems are known to exhibit tunable mechanical properties during jam-
ming, when the packing fraction of the particles is increased. Jamming is a phase
transition that does not rely on temperature changes, like in ordinary materials, but
it is instead controlled by local geometric constraints. When a granular system jams,
it undergoes a sharp transition from a soft to a rigid state, with large increases in
stiffness and yield stress. The jamming transition in granular materials has been em-
ployed in engineering applications such as soft robotics and granular architectures.
However, there are limitations when applying these traditional granular materials in
areas such as wearable materials with tunable stiffness. First of all, the density of
these granular materials is usually high and their volume needed to provide enough
mechanical stiffness is to large for wearable applications. Secondly, no cohesive
interactions exist in these non-convex granular particles, which means not enough
tensile and bending stiffness is provided by the particle interactions.

To demonstrate the proposed architected textile, we fabricated a sample consisting
topologically interlocked octahedra frame particles (Figure 4.1). The octahedra
geometry is chosen as an examplewith a 90 degree rotational symmetry, which forms
a square lattice in the textile. The resulting textile exhibits interesting mechanical
behaviors: Firstly, the fabricated textile has little bending stiffness since no solid
connection exists between neighboring particles. This feature makes it suitable
for wearable materials, where frequent bending deformations are expected at the
body joints. In addition, the textile exhibits strong resistance to tensile deformation,
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which contrasts it from non-cohesive granular aggregates and helps it to maintain
structural integrity.

a

c db

Jamming by boundary confinementInterlocking par�cles

Figure 4.1: The designed textile prototype with bending stiffness adaptivity. (a)
The designed octahedral particle (left), a demonstration of three octahedral particles
interlocked together (middle) and two granular sheets stacked on top of each other
and driven to jammed state by boundary confinement. (b) A top-down view of a
single layer of granular sheet composed of interlocked octahedral particles (shown
in the inset). (c) A single layer sheet is soft in the unjammed state in the absence
of boundary confinement. (d) Two vertically stacked sheets become rigid (and
load-bearing) in the jammed state driven by boundary confinement.

More interesting behaviors are observed when two layers of these textiles are stacked
together and confined in an air-tight flexible envelope. When no pressure difference
exists between the inside and outside of the envelope, the textiles can bend easily
as very little coupling exists between the two layers (the remaining coupling comes
from the gravity of the top layer). However, when confinement stress is applied to the
textiles’ boundaries with negative pressure inside the envelope, jamming transition
of these interlocked particles takes place as their packing fraction increases. The
jamming transition significantly increases the bending stiffness of the textiles and
converts them to a load-bearing structure (Figure 4.1d).

To obtain quantitative information on the evolution of the textiles’ mechanical prop-
erties between the unjammed and jammed states, we performed 3-point bending
measurements on the enveloped textiles under increasing negative pressure confine-
ments (Figure 4.2). The force-displacement curves demonstrate an initial linear
elastic regime governed by the elasticity of the jammed structure, followed by a
yielding regime caused by frictional deformation between the particles. The stiff-
ness of the initial elastic regime increases monotonically when the internal negative
gauge pressure is raised. As the internal gauge pressure increases from 0 to 93.3 kPa,
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the bending stiffness increases from 0.24 N/mm to 6.3 N/mm. The large changes
in bending stiffness, by over an order of magnitude, surpass most other variable
stiffness materials.

In order to understand the experimentally observed stiffness adaptations, we per-
form numerical simulations using LS-DEM (Level Set-Discrete Element Method
[62, 63, 69]). LS-DEM goes beyond conventional Discrete Element Method (DEM
[33]) in the sense that it accounts for arbitrary particle shape via level set repre-
sentation [118] and particle surface triangulation. In our simulations, we construct
the same octahedral particle designed for experiments, and we replicate the 3D
printed granular sheet. We stack two layers of such granular sheets on top of each
other and encompass themwith a rectangular-shapedmembranemodeled by spheres
connected through normal and shear springs. We first impose isotropic pressure
to the membrane which in response compresses the sheets, after relaxation is done
(Figure 4.2a) we next additionally impose loads following the three-point bending
protocol, and finally we compute the stiffness in the small strain limit. We use the
experimental results measured under the highest confining pressure to calibrate our
numerical model, and we use the remaining experimental results as validations.

Our simulations can quantitatively capture the bending stiffness variation against
confining pressure (Figure 4.2c) – the dashed line and the shaded area indicates
the mean stiffness and the variations from four different initial configurations, re-
spectively. Further, to estimate the significance of having particle interlocked, we
perform numerical three-point bending tests on jammed discrete assemblies of the
same octahedral without interlocking. We make sure the dimension of the jammed
assemblies (length, width and height) stays as close to that of the jammed interlock-
ing sheets, such that the computed stiffness fromdiscrete assemblies and interlocking
sheets can be directly compared with each other. It can be observed that interlocked
sheets outperform discrete assemblies - the former has around 26 times of increase
as the confining pressure is increased from 0 kPa to 93.3 kPa, while correspondingly
the later only has around 8 times of increase (Figure 4.2c).

To further explore the effect of particle shape, we utilize this validated DEM model
to study the mechanical response of interlocking sheets composed of particles other
than octahedral. In this work we consider only identical particle replication, i.e.
no spatial shape variation within any designed sheets. Considering the interlocking
pattern, we design five additional particle shapes that lead to six different types of
sheets (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.2: Simulation setup with simulation results. (a). In LS-DEM simula-
tion, a 3D view of the granular sheets composed of octahedral particles together
with the deformed membrane, right after compression relaxation but right before
three-point bending; particles colored in green are those will be loaded during the
following three-point bending test while particles colored in red at the two ends will
be fixed during the following three-point bending test. (b) Loading-displacement
curves obtained from experiments of three-point bending and unbending of octa-
hedral sheets under five different confining pressures: 0 kPa (deep blue), 13.3 kPa
(light blue), 26.7 kPa (light green), 40 kPa (light orange) and 93.3 (red); the solid
lines and the corresponding shaded areas show the averaged results and the cor-
responding variation from four independent experiments. (c) At the small-strain
limit, the elastic bending stiffness variation of interlocking octahedral sheets against
confining pressure measured from experiments (black) and LS-DEM simulations
(grey), and similarly the bending stiffness variation of octahedral assemblies without
interlocking (light blue); for experiment results, the error bars indicate the variation
measured from four repeated independent experiments, while for simulation results,
the corresponding shaded area indicates the variation computed from four simula-
tions, each of which has a different initial configuration regarding the octahedral
particles’ initial positions.
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Figure 4.3: All investigated granular sheets following different interlocking pattern,
from left to right the demonstrations of: designed particle shape, formed unit cell
and formed single-layer sheet.

For each of the designed shape, we use the same thickness for the constituent bars
as those from octahedral, and we choose its size such that the constructed vertically
stacked two layers of sheets can be fit into the constructed membrane. Lastly,
for triangulation mesh of each designed particle, we make sure the probability
distribution of all edge lengths matches the one for octahedral - in this way we
make sure the mechanical responses of all designed sheets are consistent with that
of the octahedral sheets. For each simulation, after relaxation is done but before
the three-point bending test, we record the dimension of each jammed sheets and
the mean contact number of constituent particle. Similarly, from the three-point
bending simulation we compute the elastic bending stiffness at small-strain limit.
The elastic flexural modulus then can be computed following the formula below
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according to the fundamental beam theory:

Ef =
K L3

4bh3
, (4.1)

where Ef is the elastic flexural modulus, K is the elastic bending stiffness computed
from three-point bending test, and L, b, and h are the length, width and height of
the isotropically jammed sheets right after completing compression relaxation, but
right before performing three-point bending. We observe that when plotting the
elastic modulus Ef against mean particle contact number 〈Z〉, all data collapse onto
a single master curve characterized by a power-law scaling with an exponent around
3 (Figure 4.4a). Note that when fitting, data computed at zero confining pressure
is excluded. This is because the corresponding mean particle contact number is
smaller than two, and as such, the bending stiffness (therefore the flexural modulus
as well) computed is highly affected by the elongation of the enveloping membrane.
Indeed, the fitted power-law predicts the values of elastic flexural modulus under
zero confining pressure deviating from numerically computed ones (see inset of
Figure 4.4a). In addition, we observe that the class of particle shape with a square-
like interlocking pattern outperforms other classes of particle shapes investigated,
due to larger average numbers induced upon confining isotropically. For instance, at
confining pressure 90 kPa, 40kPa, and 2 kPa, octahedral sheets have larger particle
contact number over cubical frame sheets, as shown in Figure 4.4b where the color
of each particle is scaled by its contact number. We should point out that the value of
the scaling exponent may change if we change the constituent material in fabricating
our granular sheets. As such, using stiffer constituent materials may give an even
wider range of flexural modulus tunability. Studies on how the scaling exponent
will depend on the stiffness of constituent material merit further investigations.

Interestingly, such power-law scaling has been previously identified from computa-
tional studies on assemblies of frictionless spheres under periodic boundary condi-
tions, where the corresponding bulk modulus and shear modulus have a power-law
dependence on the average contact number, with the scaling exponent close to one
near jamming [85]. As we mainly aim at evaluating the bending performance, it
would be interesting in the future to see whether the bulk and shear modulus of the
designed granular sheets also have similar power-law scaling, and if so, how would
the scaling exponent compare to that of assemblies of frictionless spheres. In all, by
linking a micro-scale geometrical quantity (mean contact number) to a macro-scale
mechanical quantity (flexural modulus), the discovered universal power-law scal-
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Figure 4.4: The power-law scaling between flexural modulus and average contact
number. (a) Relation between elastic flexural modulus Ef and mean particle contact
number 〈Z〉 for all investigated granular sheets, all data except those collected
from zero confining pressure collapse onto a single master curve characterized by a
power-law scaling (black solid line) with a universal scaling exponent whose value
is around 3. Inset: same plot but in semi-log scale, it can be observed more clearly
that data collected from zero confining pressure deviate from the power-law scaling.
(b) Demonstrations of jammed granular sheets right before three-point bending for
octahedral particles (left column) and cubical frame particles (right column) under
three different confining pressures: 93 kPa (first row), 40 kPa (second row) and 2
kPa (third row), the color of each particle is scaled by the corresponding contact
number it has.
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ing has practical implications in rational design of such granular sheets for desired
performance for choosing the right constituent particle shape.

Besides flat shapes, we further demonstrate the ability to form these textiles into
structures with different shapes for desired applications. In the unjammed state, the
enveloped textiles are flexible and can be formed in the desired shape. Negative
internal pressurewill then be applied to jam the textiles into the pre-formed geometry
creating a load-bearing structure. Examples show that the textiles are forming a table
shape (Figure 4.5a) and an arched shape (Figure 4.5b). The ability to morph into
different shapes is especially important for wearable applications, where the textiles
need to conform to human bodies with complex geometries.

Finally, we demonstrate the textiles’ ability to protect threats from dynamic impacts.
A drop-weight impact test is performed by dropping a steel bead on the textiles
at varying negative internal pressures. The impact process is recorded by a high-
speed camera. The test results show that the penetration depth can be significantly
reduced with increased negative internal pressure: from 26mm at 0 kPa to 4mm at
66.7 kPa. These results demonstrate that the textiles can adjust their elastic stiffness
and damping properties to adapt to impact threats and protect the wearer’s body.

In summary, we present a novel architected textile material with interlocking gran-
ular particles. The mechanical properties of the textile can be controlled through
granular jamming transition, which makes it a promising candidate for smart wear-
able materials. We further explored the mechanics of jamming in these interlocked
particles and obtained a scaling relationship between the mechanical moduli and
average contact number per particle. This scaling is valid for particles with different
geometries, which provides guidelines for designing particle geometry for improved
textile stiffness at the jammed state. The textiles can also be formed into complex
shapes to conform to human bodies and prevent threats from impacting objects. The
concept of granular jamming explored in the architected textiles is a scale-invariant
physical phenomena. Recent advances in additive manufacturing make it possible
to scaling down the textile thickness comparable to other wearable materials. With
the integration of smart control on the boundary confinement stresses, the textiles
can obtain programmed stiffnesses at different locations, which can be applied in
haptic perception devices for virtual reality applications.
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Figure 4.5: Examples of reconfigured structures with load-bear abilities. (a) and (b)
Demonstrations of the ability of the jammed granular sheets to morph into different
load-bearing structures: in (a) table-like shape and in (b) arch-like shape. (c)
Without confining pressure, snapshots of the dynamical deformation of the granular
sheets when impacted by a steel bead released from above with an initial velocity
of 3 m/s, image at the third row shows a maximum penetration depth of 26 mm. (b)
Same snapshots but with the granular sheets under a confining pressure of 13.3 kPa.
(e) Same snapshots but with the granular sheets under a confining pressure of 66.7
kPa.
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C h a p t e r 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

Better controlling and utilizing granular matter pivots on developing a micro-
structural understanding of the two basic macro-behaviors of granular matter: flow-
ing heterogeneously and morphing adaptively. In this thesis, we have bridged the
length-scale divide in this regard. We have linked the underpinning micro-structures
with the overlaying macro-behaviors in terms of heterogeneous flows and shape-
morphing assemblies. In order to access the micro-scale details, we mainly perform
computational studies resorting to the (Level-set) Discrete Element Method. Mean-
while, experimental work is also carried out in tandem, guiding and validating our
computational studies on capturing phenomena observed at the macro-scale.

In Chapter 2, we first test and validate the robustness of (LS-)DEM in capturing
granular microstructures by comparing its simulation results with experimental
measurments. We consider granular microstructures in terms of the polar diagram
of the contact force magnitude, the polar diagram of the friction mobilization, and
the angular distribution of the contact orientation. When quasi-statically shearing,
we find that for both assemblies of circular-shaped particles and assemblies of
arbitrarily-shaped particles, (LS-)DEM can faithfully capture the evolution of both
macro-scale responses (e.g. dilation and effective stress) and microstructures as
mentioned above.

InChapter 3, we investigate spatial phase transitions in heterogeneous granular flows.
We focus on the model granular matter - collections of (quasi-)spherical particles -
developing heterogeneous flows in rotating drum systems, from a top-down perspec-
tive. Based on our calibrated (LS-)DEM model using experimental measurements
of glass beads flowing in a rotating drum, we produce various microstructures of
the generated flow fields by systematically varying boundary conditions and loading
rates, and we study their correlations with spatial phase transitions. We identify
a micro-scale parameter quantifying the structural anisotropy, that can for the first
time pinpoint the spatial phase transitions starting from gas-like layers near the free
surface, next transitioning into underlying liquid-like layers, and finally transitioning
into solid-like layers deep in the bulk. We have also identified a universal corre-
lation between this micro-scale parameter and effective bulk friction, an integral
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macro-scale quantity in constitutive modeling.

In Chapter 4, we investigate modulus adaptations in shape-morphing granular as-
semblies, from a bottom -up perspective. We design the shape of constituent particle
and arrange such particles in space to construct interlocking granular sheets via 3D
printing. After they are enclosed in flexible membranes and subjected to different
levels of isotropic pressure, such granular sheets exhibit exceptional shape-morphing
capabilities that are enabled by their bending moduli’s adaptations. Then based on
our calibrated (LS-)DEM model using experimental measurements, we probe dif-
ferent microstructures of the constructed granular sheets by varying the shape of
the constituent particle and also varying the level of imposed isotropic pressure.
We next study their correlations with bending moduli adaptations. We discover a
universal power-law scaling between the bending modulus (a macro-scale quantity)
and the coordination number (a micro-scale quantity), with the power exponent
being independent of the constituent particle shape, the initial configuration and
the imposed pressure level. We also show that such interlocking granular sheets
outperform discrete granular assemblies by inducing larger coordination numbers.

In all, our work has bridged the length-scale divide in linking micro-structures of
granularmatterwith their two basicmacro-scale behaviors: flowing heterogeneously
and morphing adaptively. Built upon such understandings, our work also raises
several important questions that remain to be answered regarding understanding the
physics and mechanics of granular matter.

For instance, in Chapter 4 we present the underpinning micro-structural interpreta-
tions of the overlaying spatial phase transitions in heterogeneous flows at the macro-
scale. Two important questions lie ahead. First, what are the “resources” leading
to the formation of the corresponding microstructures in different phase regimes?
Investigations along this line may adopt a Lagrangian perspective by tracking the tra-
jectories of particles in different phase regimes and analyzing their correlations with
the contact force network. Such investigations may help us establish connections to
the kinematical fields, which will subsequently lead to establishing robust rheology
models describing granular matter. Second, what will happen if more ingredients
are considered regarding granular matter, such as particle shape, size polydispersity
and elasticity. Understanding the contributions of these ingredients will help us re-
fine the rheologymodels so that they can be applied to address muchmore real world
challenges, e.g. designing more efficient industrial equipments to handle natural
granular matter. In Chapter 5, we effectively propose a design protocol for designing
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shape-morphing granular sheets, and we show that better performance is promoted
by constituent particle shape that induces a larger coordination number. However,
our work is limited to cases where (1) constituent particles are of the same shape,
same size and same elasticity and (2) quasi-static applications. Similarly, there are
many more exciting opportunities lying ahead regarding customizing particle details
in the aforementioned three aspects and the corresponding dynamical applications
such as impact cushioning.

Lastly, our work focuses on phenomena of granular matter near equilibrium: dy-
namic equilibrium for heterogenous flows and quasi-static equilibrium for shape-
morphing granular sheets. Such near equilibrium conditions allow us to establish
statistically representative mappings between macro-scale behaviors and the under-
pinning microstructures. However, many macro-scale behaviors of granular matter
of interest can also be far from equilibrium. Examples are flow arrest in hopper
discharge, the onset of landslides and the dynamical response of shape-morphing
granular assemblies. It thus becomes challenging to establish a statistically repre-
sentative mapping between the macro and the micro, due to the enormously large
microstructure phase space in need of exploring. In addition, accompanying the
enormously large phase space is the increasing difficulty in identifying the relevant
ingredients of microstructure in different scenarios. Thus, how to extend our work
to phenomena far from equilibrium also opens many future research venues. With
the rapid advances in computation capability, techniques such as machine learning
and data driven algorithm may be particularly useful in this regard in the future.
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A p p e n d i x A

RESOLVE THE MESH-DEPENDENCY OF CURRENT LS-DEM
IMPLEMENTATION

As mentioned in section two, in LS-DEM currently force and moment contributions
from all penetrating nodes are considered, which in fact will cause LS-DEM to
be mesh-dependent in displacement controlled loading condition - the mechanical
response of a particle system will depend sensitively on the discretized fineness of
each particle’s surface, i.e. howmany nodes each particle has. However, such mesh-
dependent behavior vanishes for force controlled loading condition. To see this,
using both LS-DEM and DEM with exactly the same model parameters we present
several numerical tests of two identical frictional disk with radius R = 15 mm
vertically stacked between two rigid walls with the top wall being moved downward
via either displacement controlled (∆) or force controlled condition ( f ), as shown
in Figure A.1. In either case we output two quantities: the contact force magnitude
|F |, and the inter-particle penetration d. For DEM d = 2R − |r1 − r2 | where r1, r2
are the centroid position of the two particle respectively; for LS-DEM d =

∑
z dz

where we sum over the penetration dz of all penetrating nodes. For LS-DEM
simulation each disk surface is randomly spatially discretized with either 30, 50
or 70 nodes. As shown in Figure A.2, the mesh-dependence problem appears for
displacement controlled loading condition while vanishes for force controlled case.
This can be explained by the following: in displacement controlled case the top wall
is displaced downward for a certain amount that will lead to larger contact force with
denser disk surface discretization, which subsequently leads to increasing |F | and
d; while for the force controlled case, external force is already known and is used to
compute displacement by enforcing equilibrium − no matter how dense the surface
discretization is the total force from all penetrating nodes should always equilibrate
the externally prescribed one. Therefore the results for |F | and d all collapse onto
those computed from DEM.

In order to solve this mesh-dependency problem and further show that LS-DEM
converges to DEM with proper modification, two simple approaches are tested:
regarding the contributions from all penetrating nodes, we either take average or
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure A.1: Two spheres being stacked and then loaded vertically. (a) Displacement
controlled and force controlled loading condition with prescribed ∆ and f , respec-
tively, and both with the output in terms of inter-particle force F and penetration d;
(b)(c) Loading curve of input ∆ and f .
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Figure A.2: Inter-particle force magnitude |F | and penetration d response for dis-
placement controlled case (a),(b), and for force controlled case (c),(d) from DEM
simulation and LS-DEM simulations with 30, 50, or 70 nodes.

only consider the one with maximum penetration:

fn =
1
P

P∑
z=1
fn,z, ft =

1
P

P∑
z=1
ft,z (A.1)

or

fn = fn,zm
��dzm = max1≤z≤P {dz} , ft = f

j,i
t,zm

��dzm = max1≤z≤P {dz} (A.2)

As shown in Figure A.3, for displacement controlled loading condition, both ap-
proaches resolve the mesh-dependency problem but only the modification of con-
sidering maximum penetration can further make LS-DEM converge to DEM: the
computed |F | and d from LS-DEM converge to those computed from DEM as the
node number N discretizing a grain surface is increased from 30 to 70. We can
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Figure A.3: Inter-particle force magnitude |F | and penetration d response for the
same displacement controlled case from DEM simulation and LS-DEM simulations
with 30, 50 or 70 nodes; (a),(b): taking average for all penetrating nodes and (c),(d):
considering only the node with maximum penetration.

expect that as the value of N goes larger and larger, LS-DEM will converge to DEM
for simulating circular particles with exactly the same model parameters.
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A p p e n d i x B

BOUNDARY CONDITION IMPLEMENTATION

Here we discuss our methodology in estimating the variation of |FA | and |FB | as
θ increases. We note first that all quantities mentioned here are experimentally
measured. Following the discussion in section three (Figure. 2.6), we assume the
forces exerted by the particles and from FN to the boundary “AD-DC-BC” all act at
the center of each bar and the former can be estimated based on the stress state of
the granular assembly σθ . In each configuration with a certain θ value, we have the
following unknown vectors: FA, FB and Fh, see Figure 2.6. However, we only end
up having three instead of six unknowns due to our experiment setup: FA and FB

should always be perpendicular to AD and BC, and Fh should always be horizontal.
We herein denote them as FA, FB and Fh as the corresponding signed magnitude:
if positive the force is along the assumed direction, otherwise opposite. With force
and torque equilibrium we have three equations and can therefore solve for FA, FB

and Fh. At a certain configuration with a given θ, we assume that:

FA = FA
[
cosθ sinθ

]
, (B.1)

FB = FB
[
cosθ sinθ

]
, (B.2)

Fh = Fh
[
1 0

]
. (B.3)

Forces exerted by the particles can be estimated by:

Fpq = −
(
σθ · npq

)
Spq, (B.4)

where “pq” is one of “ AD”, “DC” and “BC” and Spq is the corresponding arm area.
By force and torque equilibrium we must have:∑

l

Fl = 0 (B.5)∑
l

rlM × Fl = 0 (B.6)

Where Fl stands for all external force exerted to “AD-DC-CB” with rlM being
the position vector point from point M (center of bar “DC”) to the location of Fl .
Combining the above equations and after some algebra we arrive at the following
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linear system:

Au = b (B.7)

Where

A =



cosθ cosθ 1
sinθ sinθ 0
A31 A32 0



, u =



FA

FB

Fh



and b =



τθSDC

σy,θSDC + FN

b3



, (B.8)

with

A31 =
1
2
cosθ

(
−2hθsec2θ − rA2 + rB2 + tanθ(rA1 − rB1)

)
, (B.9)

A32 =
1
2
cosθ

(
−2hθsec2θ + rA2 − rB2 + tanθ(rB1 − rA1)

)
, (B.10)

b3 = SDC
[
(rA1 − rB1)sinθσy,θ + τθ (cosθ + sinθ) − (rA2 − rB2)cosθσx,θ

]

(B.11)

where rA and rB are locations of the slider A and B which both remain unchanged
through the experiment with the subscripts “1” and “2” denoting the x and y com-
ponent, respectively. Solving the above linear system can give us the estimation of
FA and FB.
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A p p e n d i x C

DISCRETE ELEMENT MODEL CALIBRATION AND
VALIDATION

In this section we discuss how we determine the model parameters used in our simu-
lations. In general, the interaction between rigid particles can be modeled by either
solving a linear-complementarity problem (implicit dynamics, the NSCD) [58] or by
penalizing the inter-particle penetration (explicit dynamics, the classical DEM). De-
spite the different underlying principle, they give consistent results within the scope
of rigid particle dynamics [88]. For the classical DEM, there are various inter-
particle contact laws with different level of sophistication. Following the discussion
in [108], we choose the linear Hookean contact law and pick kn = 2×105m̄g/d̄ (large
enough to ensure rigid particle limit for the gravity-driven surface flows considered
in our study) with kt = 2/7kn, γt = 0, and γn = −2lne

√
m̄kn/(π2 + ln2e). We are

left to determine the coefficient of restitution e, the inter-particle friction µp, the
particle-wall friction and possibly the addition of rolling friction µr.

C.1 First stage calibration via column collapse tests
We use the column collapse test to perform preliminary model calibration by mea-
suring the angle of repose θr .We first glue glass beads to the center area of an
aluminum sheet (300 × 300mm) and the inner surface of two identical iron angle
bars with height 50mm, length 25mm and width 16 mm (Fig.C.1(a)). A typical
column collapse test can be divided into three steps: (i) filling with glass beads the
hollow rectangular tube formed by the two iron angle bars placed over the aluminum
sheet center, (ii) rapidly removing the bars, and (iii) taking picture of the formed
pile to measure θr . We repeat the procedure for 50 times and θr is measured to have
a mean of 13.87◦ and a standard deviation of 0.576◦.

Via DEM simulations, we then perform numerical column collapse tests with the
same configuration as in the experiments. We carry out two sets of simulations:
(1) fixing µp = 0.4 (a common choice for glass beads) and varying e from 0.1 to
0.82, and (2) fixing e = 0.82 [98] and varying µp from 0.1 to 0.8. From (1) we find
that e has negligible effect on θr (Fig.C.1(c)), and from (2) that θr first increases but
later saturates with the increase of µp (Fig.C.1(b)). In summary the above results
suggest the necessity to incorporate rolling friction µr, a parameter that imposes
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Figure C.1: The experimental setup of the column collapse test together with the
simulation results. (a) Setup of the column collapse test, (b) variation of θr according
to the change of µp with a fixed e = 0.82, (c) variation of θr according to the change
of e with a fixed µp = 0.4, and (d) variation of θr according to the change of µr with
fixed µp = 0.4, e = 0.82.
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rotation hinderance [122] to model the interaction between non-spherical particles.
Accordingly, we fix e = 0.82, µp = 0.4 and vary µr from 0.01 to 0.2. Fig.C.1(d)
shows the variation of θr against µr. The numerical results indicate µr to be around
0.07 which is slightly larger than 0.01 in [44] where smooth glass spheres were used
and slightly smaller than 0.1 in [89] where plastic spheres were used.

C.2 Second stage calibration and validation via rotating drum experiments
In the rotating drum experiments (Fig.C.2(a)), after the surface flow becomes sta-
tionary under rotation speed ω = 2.59◦/s, 5.73◦/s and 11.23◦/s, we use a high
speed camera positioned against the glass plate to take images (288 px × 288 px
corresponding to a 0.1389 mm/px resolution) for a time period of 10 s with a frame
rate of 1000 fps. Accordingly the images cover an area of about 4 cm ×4 cm at the
drum center (Fig.C.2(b)). From the sequence of images, we measure the dynamical
angle of repose θd and the down-stream velocity vyw(z) near the glass plate. In terms
of the former, we first binarize each image, then identify the pixels that represents
the slope surface, and lastly use the identified pixels to perform a linear fit whose
slope gives θd (Fig.C.2(d)); as to the latter, we first use the open-source Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) code [116] to compute the 2D velocity field (v1, v2) by
correlating boxes with dimension 8 px ×8 px (corresponding to roughly d̄ × d̄), we
then compute the velocity field under the frame rotating with the drum located at the
drum center to get (vy, vz), lastly we compute vyw(z) by averaging vy within bands
(Ly = 20d̄, Lz = 2d̄) positioned in parallel to y (slope surface) over a set of points
that are placed every d̄ distance along z (perpendicular to the slope surface) with
y = 0. Note that |vz | � |vy | as the flow is nearly unidirectional. In the simulations,
we generate images located at exactly the same location with exactly the same size
(and resolution) as the ones taken from experiment (Fig.C.2(c)), from which we
follow the same image analysis procedure to find θd. For vyw, under the frame
rotating with the drum at the drum center, we first pick particles located within 2d̄

away from the front-side flat wall, we then compute vyw(z) by averaging the particle
velocity following the same procedure used in the experiments. Note that the width
2d̄ is picked to best represent the glass beads that are captured by the high speed
camera.

We use θd and vyw (z) measured with ω = 11.23◦/s for model calibration and the
rest two for model validation. Prior to calibration, according to the column collapse
test results, we fix µp = 0.4, and e = 0.82 that best represents the property of glass
beads, although the latter has negligible effect for simulating steady granular flow
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure C.2: The images taken from both experiments and simulations. (a) The
half-filled rotating drum with rear-side wall and inner-cylinder wall being glued
with glass beads, (b) an image taken by the high speed camera at the drum center,
(c) an image generated by numerical simulation with exactly the same location and
size (resolution) as (b), (d) the binarized image of (c) for θd estimation.
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Figure C.3: Experimental and simulation results. (a) time-averaged θd data for
three different rotating speed ω estimated from experiments (red) and simulations
(blue), (b) the down-stream velocity profile yyw(z) against the depth at the drum
center calculated respectively for ω = 11.23◦/s from experiment (red triangle)
and simulation (blue triangle), for ω = 5.73◦/s from experiment (red square) and
simulation (blue square), and for ω = 2.59◦/s from experiment (red circle) and
simulation (blue circle), and (c) the corresponding semi-log plot of (b). The error
bars represent the standard deviation associated with each time-averaged quantity.
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[108]. Further, as the front-side plate is also made from glass, we fix the associated
wall friction to be 0.4. The only left parameter to calibrate is the inter-particle
rolling friction µr. Observing Fig.C.1(d), we vary µr to be 0, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.07
and take the particle-wall rolling friction to be zero. As the front-side wall is flat,
zero wall rolling friction is a reasonable choice. By solely using θd, we identify that
µr = 0.03 gives the best estimation ( µr = 0 underestimates θd while the other two
lead to overestimation). What’s more, when µr = 0.03, simulation and experiment
show excellent agreement (Fig.C.3(a)) in terms of vyw(z). The choice of µr = 0.03
is then validated (Figs.C.3(a), C.3(b) and C.3(c)) by comparing both θd and vyw(z)
obtained from simulations to those measured from experiments under ω = 2.59◦/s
and ω = 5.73◦/s.

C.3 Additional simulation results
“S-shape” surface profile
For a direct comparison, Fig.C.4 shows the surface shape profile for simulations
performed under, respectively, periodic boundary condition, frictional side walls
with W/d̄ ' 21 and wall friction 0.4, and that with W/d̄ ' 10 and wall friction
0.4. It can be observed that as the effective drum width is decreased from infinite
(periodic boundaries) toW/d̄ ' 21 and toW/d̄ ' 21, the “S-shape” profile becomes
more obvious under more significant side wall friction effects, especially when the
rotation speed is large such as when ω = 67.38◦/s (Figs.C.4(j) and C.4(o)) in our
case.

Effect of lateral boundary condition on the co-directionality between s and γ̇d

Fig.C.5 showcases the spatial variation of themisalignment angleα for all considered
drum configurations under ω = 33.69◦/s, where α is defined as the angle between
the principle directions of s and those of γ̇d . It can be observed that the presence
of frictional side wall has a great impact on the value of α, and the more frictional
the side walls and the narrower the drum, the less co-directional are s and γ̇d . α is
generally large (up to 60◦) near the side walls (especially on the bumpy side), and
beneath z = zth in the creep flow region. The green solid line indicates locations
with local deformation |γ̇d |/2Ω equalling one [32] where Ω = ω/360◦; locations
above this line have |γ̇d |/2Ω > 1 while |γ̇d |/2Ω < 1 for locations below this line.
It thus may be understood that the large α in the creep flow region is due to the
lack of shear. For locations above z = zth, shear deformation is sufficient, and the
misalignment α can be attributed to side wall perturbation.
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Figure C.4: Surface shape profiles. Images in first row from (a) to (e) are those
under periodic lateral boundaries, in second row from (f) to (j) represents those under
frictional side walls with W/d̄ ' 21 , and in third row from (k) to (o) represents
those under frictional side walls too but with W/d̄ ' 10. Wall friction is 0.4.

Figure C.5: Spatial variation of α under ω = 33.69◦/s for all drum configuration
considered; from left to right: W/d̄ ' 10withwall friction of 0.4, periodic boundary,
W/d̄ ' 21 with wall friction of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, respectively. The grey solid
lines indicate z = zth and the green ones represent locations with local deformation
|γ̇d |/2Ω = 1, where Ω = 360◦/ω.
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Tests of several non-local models

• The velocity fluctuation model. Based on 2D numerical simulation results
on granular flow in annular shear cells, the model proposed in [45] shows
that an improved relation between µ and I by adding the effect of velocity
fluctuation is able to capture the failure of the one-to-one µ(I) relation in the
creep flow region. The key prerequisite of this model is that the variation of
µ − I and that of ∆ − I are both not one-to-one and are mutually correlated,
where ∆ = |δv |

√
ρs/P is called the fluctuation number. However, Fig.C.6(a)

shows that for all flows considered, there is a global collapse between ∆ and
I. It appears that this model does not apply to the 3D flows considered in our
study.

• The gradient expansion model. In the gradient expansion model [20], the
value of µ in the µ − I relation is modified by considering an additional
contribution d̄2∇2I/Iwhich is scaled by a phenomenological constant ν >

0, assuming short range correlation between particle motions in different
locations. Physically, the Laplacian term captures on average, how does the
I value at a certain point compares to its surrounding area. For instance, if a
point is surrounded by a more fluid-like area (higher I), the laplacian term is
positive and leads to the decrease of µ at that point. Since ν > 0, essentially
as long as ∇2I , 0, the model will report a modification on µ. Fig.C.6(c)
shows the typical drum-width-averaged I and |v |/

√
gd̄ against z with the case

under ω = 33.69◦/s,W/d ' 21 and wall friction of 0.4. The variation of I

against z roughly follows the same trend as that of |v |/
√
gd̄: it linearly decays

in the collisional region and exponentially decays in the dense region. Thus
in the collisional region, ∇2I = 0 and the model reports no modification on
µ, which is consistent with our observation. However, in the dense region, µ
will be modified according to the model since ∇2I , 0 – this contradicts our
computations that confirm the applicability of the µ − I relation in the dense
region. Again, it appears that this model does not apply to the 3D surface
flows considered in our study.

• The fluidity model. The fluidity model [61] implicitly modifies the value
of µ in the µ − I relation by considering the nearby region contribution
through the Laplacian of the fluidity parameter g = γ̇/µ expressed as ξ2∇2g,
where ξ is defined as the cooperative length that diverges while approaching
the jamming transition. Although the mathematical expression looks similar
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to that of the gradient expansion model, the assumed underlying physical
mechanism is different. g is found to obey the following microscopic relation
[121]: γ̇d d̄/µ = δvF (φ). Fig.C.6(b) shows how the normalized fluidity
γ̇d d̄/(µδv), varies with volume fraction φ. It can be observed for all data
computed from W/d̄ ' 21 with varying side wall friction, they collapse well
onto a single curve who shape resembles the one identified in [121]. However,
this curve is clearly drum-width-dependent, as when the effective drum width
is respectively infinite (periodic boundary, colored in blue) and 10d̄ (colored
in yellow), no collapse can be observed, even in the dense and collisional
region where the µ(I) rheology in its invariant form holds. Memory effect
(insufficient shear) observed for I < Ith (see Fig.C.5)may explain the failure of
themodel in the creep flow region; while its break down in the fast flow regime
(I > Ith with sufficient shear deformation) reveals the non-trivial effects of
side wall friction that have not been considered in the granular fluidity model
[121] - indeed, even though investigated in 3D configuration, the considered
flow fields have shear only in z direction as boundaries along both x and y

direction are treated as periodic.

Additional results from micro-scale analysis
The micro-structure can be investigated by three kinds of quantities that range
from lower-order (L) to higher-order (H) within each kind: (i) geometry-associated
ones range from volume fraction φ (L), coordination number Z (L) to the angular
distribution of contact orientation (H) [13, 103]; (ii) inter-particle-force-associated
ones range from normal (and tangential) force p.d.f. distribution (L) [13, 103] to
their angular distributions (H) [13, 103]; and (iii) kinematics-associated ones where
the lower order quantity can be the velocity fluctuation δv [45, 121]. Inspired by
[95, 103], wemay regard av

χ = (λ3−λ1)/(λ3+λ1) as the higher order quantitywhere
λ3(λ1) is the maximum (minimum) eigenvalue of the tensor χ = 〈|δv |nvi nvj 〉/〈|δv |〉.
Here “〈·〉" denotes the average over all particles and nv is the direction of velocity
fluctuation associated with each particle. Accordingly av

χ has range from 0 to 1
and reflects how “cooperative" the particle motions are: a value close to 1 in the
quasi-static flow region implies the formation of “granular eddy" [64, 79].

In principle, we are trying to find certain micro-structural quantities whose vari-
ations against I, (R1) exhibit a clear transition as passing through z = zth, and
more importantly, (R2) show consistence with that of µ against I for rheological
considerations: when I > zth they are free of drum configuration effect and rotation
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Figure C.6: Computed results for the three tested non-local models. (a) ∆ − I data
for all cases considered collapse onto a single master curve. Data are shown as
the drum-with-average values with error bars representing the associated variation.
(b) Relation between the normalized fluidity |γ̇d |d̄/µδv and volume fraction φ. (c)
Variation of drum-width-averaged |v |/

√
gd̄ and I against z with the case under

ω = 33.69◦/s,W/d ' 21 and wall friction of 0.4. Data are shown as the drum-
with-average values for clarity.
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Figure C.7: Spatial variation of the coordination number Z and av
χ against the depth

z. The symbol shape represents different rotation speed, while the symbol color
represents different drum configurations in terms of drum width W and side wall
friction. Error bars represent the variation of each shown quantity across the drum
width.

speed effect while they become lateral boundary dependent and rotation speed de-
pendent as soon as I ≤ Ith. Many of the aforementioned quantities, as we discover,
only satisfy R1, such as Z and av

χ. Fig.C.7(a) shows the variation of Z against the
depth z. Z varies case by cases when z ≤ zth and remains almost constant when
z > z0. However, on the contrary, the stress ratio µ shows a global collapse when
z ≤ zth but varies case by case when z > zth. av

χ shows a slightly different spatial
variation (Fig.C.7(b)): it remains constant when z ≤ zth in a similar way to that of
δθ. However, av

χ seems to be boundary condition dependent instead. When z > zth,
it rapidly increases independently with respect to the boundary condition and ro-
tation speed, which is inconsistent with the variation of µ either. Following the
momentum transferring argument, we have also investigated the portion of formed
granular clusters based on either the velocity fluctuation following [17, 64] or the
local volume fraction fluctuation (achievable via the computed Voronoi diagram)
following [17, 80]. The variation of such portion along the depth show similar trend
as that of av

χ that does not satisfy (R2).

Determination of zth based on the drum-width-averaged velocity profile
Fig.C.8 shows the velocity magnitude profile against depth at the drum center |v |(z)
and its variation across the drum width, for the same set of simulations considered
here. When the lateral boundaries are periodic, |v |(z) shows negligible differences
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Figure C.8: |v |(z) profile variation across the drum width for different rotation
speeds with each color representing a certain location x between −8d̄ and 9d̄
(W/d̄ ' 21) and between −3d̄ and 4d̄ (W/d̄ ' 10). First row from (a) to (e):
data extracted from simulations with periodic lateral boundaries; second row from
(f) to (j): data extracted from simulations with frictional side walls (W/d̄ ' 21);
third row from (k) to (o): data extracted from simulations with frictional side walls
(W/d̄ ' 10); wall friction is 0.4.

across the drum width. For the cases with frictional side walls (W/d̄ ' 21 and
10), |v |(z) varies majorly as vertical translation without shape alteration. Therefore,
without sacrificing much the accuracy, we determine zth based on the drum-width-
averaged |v |(z) profile.


